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• Debate
1)ist. 123 canaidates engage in hour of argument accusation
editor of The Maine Campus, Rob len,Stevensresponded,"Wedon'tstealBy Les Raye
Special to the Campus
Finger-pointing accusations pre-
vailed during an hour-long, Maine
Campus -sponsored debate yester-
day between State House District 123
candidates Kathleen Stevens (D) and
Brent Littlefield (R).
The debate, held in the Memorial
Union's Bangor Lounge, featured
John Greenman of the Maine Public
Broadcasting Network's Media
Watch as moderator. The panelists
included Malcolm Smith, opinion
James, news editor of WMEB-FM,
and Bob Diebold, editor of The Pe-
nobscot Times.
Thebiggestunanswered question
of the debate may have been the
professionalism of both candidates,
who at some points stopped just short
of sticking tongues at one another.
When Littlefield accused Stevens
of flinging elastics at Rep. Jason
Wentworth during a House session,
Stevens responded, "He started it."
When Littlefield brought up the
issue of his campaign signs being sto-
Kathleen Stevens. (Page Photo.)
signs. If any signs were stolen, I'm sure
your fingerprints were on them."
Bob Diebold made things diffi-
cult for both candidates with his line
of questioning. At times he brought in
his own opinions, but in the end forced
Littlefield and Stevensto answerques-
tions thoroughly.
"I'm not going to be backed into
acorner," Littlefield said, when asked
a second time by Diebold to take a
stance on forced membership in labor
unions. "I don't think I come down
one way or another."
Littlefield went on to say he pre-
ferred forced arbitration between
unions and management to try and
find an agreement.
"I'm against closed shops. The
problem is union hierarchy gives
messages to workers to take a certain
position," he said.
Stevens, who struggled in finding
an answer the first time around, op-
posed forced membership in labor
unions to keep a job. After the debate,
Stevens said she was in favor of unions
and believed workers benefit from
large party representation.
Diebold questioned the pro-choice
stance both candidates have taken on
the issue of abortion rights, especially
Stevens, who supports funding by the
state for those who cannot affordtopay.
"I don't believe abortion should
• Public Safety
Halloween weekend often mired
in misdemeanors, says spokesman
By Michael Doyle
Staff Writer
Halloween can be a time of
year where there is a lot of wanton
hell-raising and an upsurge in prank
type activity on and off campus.
Thus, the advent of the holiday
holds the promise of an extra-long
weekend for local law enforcement
officials.
Most of this activity is general-
ly harmless, but last year there was
an incident with potentially fatal
consequences. At around 11 p.m.
on Halloween night, a person or
persons unknown detonated an
explosive device that demolished
a telephone kiosk in the vicinity of
Alfond Arena.
"The detonation spread a show-
er of shrapnel over an arc area of
250 feet," University of Maine
Public Safety Department spokes-
WEATHER
page 5
man Bill Laughlin said.
There was no warning called
in, Laughlin said. If anyone had
been walking in that area around
the time of detonation, a serious
injury could have been sustained.
Laughlin described the device
as rather sophisticated. It consist-
ed of a substantial amount of gun-
powder packed into a cylinder with
a fuse leading off.
Due to the length of the fuse,
police believe the bomber(s) re-
mained in the area right up to the
time of detonation or shortly be-
fore it.
With a large number of festiv-
ities and parties planned for the
weekend, Orono police are step-
ping up patrols, according to Det.
Forrest Davis.
"We don't want to be seen as
killjoys but we certainly won't
condone criminal mischief activi-
• Local
The library struggles to
conform with the
ADA.
page 5
ty," Davis-continued.
He said their chief concern is
for the safety of trick or treaters
and college party goers.
The weekend will see increased
police patrols and the use of un-
marked police vehicles. He rec-
ommended people arrange trans-
port to and from parties well ahead
of time as the police will be espe-
cially vigilant checking vehicular
traffic.
In the Beverage Warehouse,
proprietor Brian Burby described
Halloween as usually one of their
biggest sales periods for the year.
He said his staff would be ex-
tremely diligent with identifica-
tion verification over Halloween.
Typical pranks police encoun-
ter at Halloween include the color-
ing of windows with soap, pump-
kin pummeling and toilet-paper
See BOO on page 4
• Editorial
The search for a new
athletic director goes on...
and on, and on...
page 12
Brent Littlefield. (Page Photo.)
be the privilege of the rich," she said.
"Aren't you just pushing the issue
down our throats?" asked Diebold.
"Aren't you justpushing the ques-
tions down theirs?" shouted a mem-
ber of the audience.
Stevens also said she was against
spousal consent and parental consent
when it comes to the rights of minors.
Littlefield didn't give an answer
on the subject of minors' rights, but
suggested setting up a council to sit
down with minors and talk.
DieboldconfrontedLittlefieldabout
his reputation of causing obstructions
while arguing his side of an issue.
"How can you form a coalition?"
asked Diebold.
"It's hard to believe the things I
argued were obstructions. You can't
just sit back and not say anything.
You have to make the university's
voice heard and be pro-active," he
said. He went on to accuse Stevens of
neglecting the campus while she
served her term in Augusta.
"My work in Augusta focused on
education," replied Stevens. "That was
my job. It is biggerthan school govern-
ment I was working, not socializing."
• Faculty Senate
Hutchinson offers Senate
voice in UC committee
By Matt Woodman
Staff Writer
University of Maine President
Frederick Hutchinson threw a curve
ball at the University of Maine Fac-
ulty Senate during the senate's
monthly meeting in the Memorial
Union Wednesday.
Hutchinson announced earlier in
the day he received authorization
from Chancellor Michael Orenduff
to give the faculty senate the option
to have a voice in the recently formed
ad hoc committee, which was set up
to deal with the transition of Univer-
sity College to become part of the
proposed Community College of
Maine.
Hutchinson said he was trying to
get the voice of the faculty senate
into the ad hoc committee.
"The senate now has the full
option to look at the ad hoc commit-
tee (and its findings)," he said.
• Arts
The Newport Jazz Festival
On Tour grooves at the
Maine Center for the Arts.
page 9
The senate was prepared to dis-
cuss a pair of resolutions concerning
the University College. After Hutch-
inson' s announcement, the senate
amended the first resolution, which
had been presented by the Academic
Affairs Committee.
The second resolution, presented
by a faculty senator on behalf of
some of the members of the Univer-
sity College faculty, was withdrawn.
The resolution originally present-
ed by the Academic Affairs Commit-
tee consisted of four points. After
Hutchinson presented the idea of fac-
ulty senate input into the ad hoc com-
mittee, many of the senators felt it was
necessary to amend the first point.
Thispointoriginallyrecornmended
the president seek a revision of the
charge to the ad hoc committee to allow
consideration of a full range of possibil-
ities including, but not restricted to, the
possible affiliation of University Col-
See FACULTY on page 4
• Sports
The well-oiled UMaine
hockey machine gears up
for a big weekend.
page 21
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• "Something changing in Syria"
• Most successful government attack in 2 1/2 years
• Memorial album of children in concentration camps
• Peace
Clinton meets with Assad of Syria
1 JERUSALEM (AP) — In extraordinary talks in Syria, President Clinton saidThursday that President Hafez Assad "went beyond anything he said before" onmaking peace with Israel. Clinton then sped on to Jerusalem to meet with Israeli
officials who said progress had been made.
Assad spoke anew of "full peace" in return for the Golan Heights and Israeli withdrawal
from southern Lebanon. Clinton told the Israeli Knesset, "Something is changing in Syria"
"We have been urging President Assad to speak to you in a language of peace that you can
understand," Clinton said in an evening address to the Knesset. "Today he began to do so."
"Perhaps there's been a softening, but a softening of opening positions is still required and
that still hasn't happened," Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres said after being briefed by
Secretary of State Warren Christopher.
Christopher cautioned, "There's long, tough negotiations ahead."
Clinton bade farewell to King Hussein in Jordan, flew to Syria for talks at Assad's hilltop
palace and then went on to Israel where he placed a wreath at a monument outside the Knesset
to Israel's fallen soldiers.
En route to Israel, Clinton admitted, "I'm really tired."
Clinton decided against visiting Jerusalem's holy places after a tentatively planned tour
stirred up a political ruckus between Israelis and Palestinians, who dispute jurisdiction over the
areas.
• Deported children
Memorial album puts
names with faces
3 PARIS (AP) — With her bright eyes, curly hair androsy complexion, seven-year-old Anny-Yolande Horow-
itz hardly looked like a potential threat to her native France.
But according to her identity papers issued in 1940 by the
collaborationist Vichy regime, the second-grader born in Stras-
bourg was a "Jew, Foreigner, Under Surveillance."
Two years later, Anny-Yolande, her mother and little sister
were rounded up by French police, interned in a transit camp and
deported to Auschwitz where they were gassed upon arrival.
Anny-Yolande is not forgotten, however. Her sweet, scared
face graces the cover of a 1,600-page memorial album contain-
ing photographs of 1,500 of the 11,000 infants, children and
teen-agers shipped to Nazi concentration camps.
Some 76,000 Jews were deported from France between
1942-44. Only about 2,500 survived.
Published this week by the Sons and Daughters of Jews
Deported From France, the album is the work of French Nazi
hunter Serge Klarsfeld, who, at age eight, narrowly escaped
arrest by hiding in a false-bottomed wardrobe with his mother
and sister.
• Hijacking
Hostages escape from
plane:highjacker kills self
4 MOSCOW (AP) — A hijacker who fell asleepamid $800,000 in ransom money killed himself to-
day when his last hostages escaped and commandos
stormed the plane.
The hijacker blew himself apart with an explosive de-
vice, said Konstantin Berezkin of the counterintelligence
service. The explosion widely scattered the U.S. currency
the hijacker had demanded.
Special forces later swarmed around the white-and-blue
Yak-40, parked at the end of a runway in Makhachkala,
about 960 miles southeast of Moscow.
Witnesses reported hearing gunfire before the blast, and
an ambulance was seen leaving the airport. Berezkin said
the hijacker was dead.
The hijacking began Tuesday night after the jet left
Makhachkala with 23 passengers and four crew members
aboard. Two hijackers armed with a grenade and knife
ordered the pilot to return to the southern city, where they
demanded $2 million and passage to Iran.
All of the passengers were released Wednesday, many
after authorities handed over $800,000 in U.S. currency.
The second hijacker then surrendered, leaving one hijacker
and three crew members aboard. The hijackers were identi-
fied as ethnic Azerbaijanis.
• Bosnia
Government troops claim victory
2 SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Le
aving weapons and equipment
behind, Bosnian Serbs forces fled in disarray from the most successful government
attack in 2 1/2 years of war.
The predominantly Muslim government troops, following up on the capture of a Serb
barracks, swept through 24 to 40 square miles of Serb-held territory Wednesday near the
government-held town of Bihac in northwest Bosnia, said Lt. Col. Tim Spicer, a spokesman
for the U.N. peacekeepers.
"The Bosnian Serb army crumbled," Spicer said, citing reports from U.N. observers.
"Their command and control system is gone. They're abandoning a lot of equipment —
which is very unusual for them."
Bosnian radio early this morning said government forces captured four tanks and dozens
of mortars as they pushed toward the Serb-held town of Bosanski Petrovac, 130 miles from
Sarajevo. Serb soldiers set fire to ammunition depots before fleeing, the radio said.
The triumph was sure to be a huge morale booster for the long-outgunned government
army, which controls only about 30 percent of the country. Despite some recent successes,
their territorial gains had been relatively limited against the better-armed Serbs.
"We can't catch the Serbs — they're running away too fast," reported a Bosnian radio
reporter with government forces near Bihac.
• Election
Rebels pull put of
national election
5 MAPUTO, Mozambique (AP) — Mozam
bique's
first multiparty election was thrown into confusion
Wednesday as a spokesman for the RENAMO rebels
who fought a 15-year civil war against the government said the
group would withdraw from the ballot.
Despite the announcement, the national election commission
chairman, Brazau Mazula, said the two-day vote would proceed.
People lined up at polling stations an hour before the sched-
uled 7 a.m. (1 a.m. EDT) start of the election for a parliament and
president, and voting appeared to start on time.
A U.N. spokesperson, Michelle deRosset, said she had no
knowledge of the boycott by the Mozambique National Resis-
tance — RENAMO, as it is known — and it was unclear how a
withdrawal by the group would work.
Ballots include RENAMO, and poor communications in
Mozambique make it extremely difficult to spread such a
message to the remote areas where RENAMO has most of its
support.
Still, the withdrawal, announced early today by RENAMO
spokesman Rahil Kan, damaged the image of a smooth election
sought by the governing Mozambique Liberation Front, FRELI-
MO, and the United Nations.
• Taking shape
Haiti's justice system
takes steps forward
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Brick by brick,
Haiti's new justice system is taking shape.
Rookie officers of Haiti's interim police force were
going on patrol today with a new authority —the ability to make
their first arrests. They also will get their first crack at a murder
investigation.
The courts came to life in the northern city of Cap-Haitien on
Wednesday when five men were arraigned on charges ranging
from bicycle theft to murder.
Four judges, including the one who handled the arraign-
ments, have been screened to ensure they haven't been involved
in human rights crimes during the three years the military regime
dealt out justice.
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide's new government is
nearly starting from scratch in its efforts to build a democratic
system.
Lending support, the U.S. military has helped to create arrest
forms, said Col. James Dubik, commander of the 2nd Brigade of
the 10th Mountain Division out of Fort Drum, N.Y.
In a country accustomed to groveling under the feet of a brutal
army, where a mere accusation could bring a death sentence,
even such basic concepts of justice are new.
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• Student government
Senate votes against funding u DUSirT1
By Michael Lane
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate voted
unanimously this week to oppose Cam-
pus Living's obligation to fund the bus
which runs between the Orono and Bang-
or campuses.
"Last year Residents on Campus re-
viewed the Campus Living budget, and
the fact that each student on campus pays
$25.00 or more for a bus they do not use
was a major concern for us," said ROC
President Vinnie Daigle.
"However," she continued, "this was
not going to be an issue this year because
Bangor campus was going to be transfer-
ring to Orono, so the cost of the bus
would no longer be in Campus Living's
budget."
The contract for the bus service was
signed over the summer, so the question
is not regarding the existence of the bus,
but who is to pay the $80,000. If the
administration had contracted the Bang-
or bus service, the price would have been
$20,000, according to Daigle.
Of the 3026 students living on cam-
pus, only 275 or so are University Col-
lege students. Of those students, accord-
ing to a poll conducted by ROC, only 30
to 40 students use the bus on a daily
basis.
"The bus only travels from Orono
campus to Bangor campus. It doesn't
stop anywhere else," said Daigle, "I'm
paying $25 for a bus I would never be
able to use."
Allegations of possible misappropri-
ations of Student Government funds were
leveled at Tuesday's meeting by Senator
Andrew Weymouth. A select committee
of senators has been charged with inves-
tigating the Student Government Finan-
cial records for evidence of misappropri-
ations.
"Maybe the committee finds some-
Sen. Ben Meiklejohn, chairman of the Student Affairs committee, speaks
during Tuesday's General Student Senate meeting. (McIntyre Photo.)
thing. I kind of hope it does," said Wey-
mouth.
Following considerable debate, the
senate agreed to a request from Anita
Wihry, director of Institutional Planning,
for the use of Oak Hall by student orga-
nizations.
"It's just sitting there collecting dust.
There appears to be no reason why it
could not be used for student office
space," urged senator Aaron Burns. "It
would make for a much stronger club
presence on this campus."
Disagreement arose surrounding Oak
Hall's handicap accessibility status, and
the future of what student government
may lose in taking Oak Hall.
"What kind of building is it, and what
are we going to give up in the future? I
would be afraid that if we get Oak Hall,
Anita Wihry won't give us anything else,"
said Weymouth.
"Some space is better than no space at
all," said senator James Flemming.
We have the opportunity
you've been looking for.
Volunteers In Community Efforts, or VOICE, which promotes
volunteering has many projects already in progress, making a
difference in the community.
• Fast Day for the United Way
• Adopt-A-School
• Eastern Maine Medical Center's
Children's Rec. Room
• Food Drive
• Habitat for Humanity
• Big Brother Big Sister
• Parents Anonymous
• American Red Cross Telethon
• Retired Seniors Volunteer Program
• Ronald McDonald House
• Manna Soup Kitchen
• United Way Fund-raising
• Make-A-Wish Foundation
• Spruce Run for Abused Women
• United Cerebral Palsy
Volunteering is great for resumes, to gain experience,
to help others, or just to feel good about yourself.
No matter what the reason, take the initiative and do it.
For more information, call or visit the VOICE office.
581-1796
3rd Floor Memorial Union
The new Dean of Multi-Cultural Af-
fairs, Shari J. Clarke, has been named,
Charles Allen, Vice-President of Student
Government, said.
Other business at Tuesday's meeting
dealt with dissolving the GSS Communi-
ty Unification Committee and passing a
resolution which makes the Governmen-
tal Procedures Committee accountable to
Student Government.
UMaine Vocals, the marijuana advo-
cacy group here on campus, received fi-
nal approval as a student organization.
• UMaine athletics
Students discuss
continued A.D.
vacancy
By Kristi Hallowell
Staff Writer
The continuing problems surround-
ing the cancellation of the athletic direc-
tor search have caused controversy among
students at the University of Maine.
The consensus among some students
is that the controversy has cast a shadow
across the university.
"The whole situation has cost credi-
bility to the athletic department, as well
as the university," Karla Black, junior
political science major, said.
"It makes the university look pretty
pathetic," Sethany Crafts, a second year
liberal studies major, said.
According to Terry Hunt, a junior
member of the UMaine basketball team,
the controversy has hurt the recruiting of
future athletes.
"Athletes who might want to go to
school here are unsure now because of
the unstable athletic department," Hunt
said.
Most of the students asked saw the
student athletes as the biggest victims of
the whole situation.
"The athletes are the ones that are
suffering," Black said.
Hunt said that the student athletes
effected by the controversy "took it on
the chin".
See Al) on page 4
FREE!
How many things in this world
are free?
*air
*snow
*Willy
*Senior pictures
As you can see, the list is
pretty short. Take advantage
of the ones you can. (Don't go
trapping any whales in the near
future.)
SENIOR PICTURES
OCTOBER 24-31
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Memorial Room, Memorial Union
(Dui ipc mention they'refrec%)
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"The men's basketball team was the
only winter sport not effected," Hunt
said. "But the athletes on the teams with
problems took it and kept going. They
didn't let the problems slow down their
efforts."
The search for a new athletic director
has been put on hold for the time being,
and the process of finding a new director
is in question.
"The athletes should have some say in
the search," Hunt said. "The athletes were
being left out of the previous meetings
(with potential candidates) because of
the times the meetings were held. It has
become a political office to some peo-
ple."
"The board should be made up of
people who know the NCAA guidelines
and are capable of asking the pertinent
questions of candidates," Black said.
"We need to find someone who can
get the program to the level it should be
at," Hunt said. "We need someone who
knows the system and the school."
The idea of a "watchdog" for the ath-
letic director was brought up by some
students.
"There is a board of student athletes,
faculty and alumni that focus on campus
issues that effect athletics," Hunt said,
"but its never been about watching the
athletic director."
According to Black, the board that
selects the person for the position should
check in periodically to make sure things
are running smoothly.
Dave Patterson, a senior business ma-
jor, says the problem doesn't just lie with
the athletic director's position.
"I think he (Ploszek) was a scapegoat,"
Patterson said. "There were a lot of peo-
ple involved and he just got blamed."
The process will have to continue at
some undetermined point, but the long
term effects of the whole controversy are
unknown.
"We're at the campus looked to by the
state of Maine," Hunt said. "Right now,
people see a breakdown campus wide."
"The whole system needs to be
fixed not just the one position," Black
said. "We need to overhaul the whole
system to get it back on track."
Faculty
Mostly sunny. Highs 55 to 60.
WEEKEND OUTLOOK:
Saturday... mostly sunny. Highs near 60. Sunday...chance of
showers late in the day. Lows in the lower 40s.
from page 1
lege with the Community College of Maine.
After a great deal of sometimes heated
debate, the senate voted to pass an amended
version of the resolution.
The amended resolution read, in part, "The
faculty senate will review the full range of
possibilities for the future of the University
College, including but not restricted to the
possible affiliation of University College with
the Community College of Maine."
In voting to pass the resolution, the senate
chose to leave the other three points of the
resolution as they were originally presented.
The second point requested the recom-
mendations of the ad hoc committee be pre-
sented to the senate for review before they are
implemented.
The third point requested the president
convey to the chancellor and the Board of
Trustees the senate's concern over the disre-
Come if you dare.
Balentine Haunted House
Halloween Night
7-9 p.m.
Admission 5N
Money donated to charity
Spa nsored by SCA B
gard of senate prerogatives in the University
College situation.
Finally, in its fourth point, the senate re-
quested the president setup a meeting between
faculty senate members and the administra-
tion to discuss ideas on how to avoid "similar
occurrences in the future", like the way the
faculty was informed of the University Col-
lege separation from the University of Maine.
In other announcements, University Envi-
ronment Chair Dennis McConnell reported to
the senate that CAPS has added a newsgroup
on the Internet dealing with discussion of
faculty senate issues.
The meeting ended with well wishes ex-
tended to President Hutchinson for speedy
recovery from upcoming heart surgery and a
speedy return to campus.
BOO from page 1
tree decorating, Davis said.
"Although it is a festive time of year,
revellers should have regard for the privacy
of other people, especially the elderly," he
added.
Davis cautioned the parents of small
children to take some practical precautions
Oct. 31 & Nov. 1
UCILL Ii
AGAIN
CINEMA
Mondays —12noon
Tuesdays-3pm
to ensure a safe, happy holiday. He asked
parents to immediately alert police if they
are suspicious of candy tampering.
"In years past, there have been com-
plaints of safety pins in candy and razor
blades in apples," he said.
He advised trick or treat children to walk
in groups accompanied by an adult equipped
with a flashlight. The costumes should be
colorful and be emblazoned with a reflec-
tive strip to ensure safe crossing of the street.
For younger children, it is always a good
idea to know who is sponsoring an activity
and at what time it will end.
Both UMaine Public Safety and the OPD
are sponsoring a party at the Orono Middle
School on Monday evening that will include
a safety rules program where prizes will be
awarded and includes a haunted house.
Porn Shop Opens
Due to overwhelming community pressure, The Family Market
has placed a rack of adult movies in the dirty redemption center.
The proprietor, Wes, promises to censor out violence, and poor
acting. Wes says, "My customer base is composed of a majority of
young males with filthy minds and an mate homing instinct for
cheap beer. They bench press full kegs of beer and fart a lot."
Adult Movies
Monday Wednesday Friday
"Buck Night" "Hump Day" "Ladies Night"
$1.00 $0.69 $1.00
plus $2.00 deposit plus $2.00 deposit plus $2.00 deposit
The Family Market
827 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
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• Award ceremony
Trio of Maine women recognized
for art, scholarly contributions
Mary Mitchell Gabreil gives an acceptance speech for her Maryann Hartman
award Wednesday. (Conley Photo.)
By Marina Pollhammer
Special to the Campus
quoddy language.
Gabriel was recognized for perfecting the
art of basket making. She added to the tradition-
On Wednesday, the 9th Maryann Hartman al baskets her personal signature - a woven
Award was celebrated at the Maine Center for handle, well known as the frog handle. She is an
the Arts, organized by Ann Schonberger, three- American folk artist and the only New England-
tor of the Women in the Curriculum Program. er who received a National Heritage Award this
Three women of Maine, Mary Mitchell year from the National Endowment for Arts.
Gabriel, Emily Muir and Alice Stewart, have During the ceremony, her sister and daugh-
careers committed to art and scholarship. ter recognized her by performing some parts of
The honors are awarded in memory of the Passamaquoddy music tradition.
Maryann Hartman, who was an assistant pro- The second recipient of this year's award
fessor at the University of Maine. She studied was painter and sculptor Emily Muir, a resident
communicative arts from historical, rhetorical of Stonington. She is renowned for her design
and aesthetic perspectives. A tribute was spo- of houses, interior designs and also for portraits
ken by Constance Carlson. and sculptures. Her work has been exhibited in
"Maryann was a major player in our corn- shows throughout the U.S. and is found in the
munity for the women on campus," Carlson collectionsofthe federal government,theBrook-
said. lyn Museum of Art and countless private collec-
This year the committee choose finalists tions.
from twenty nominations. "A house should fit into the environment
"I am just so happy that so many people and not spoil the landscape," saidEmily Muir in
came that! cannot find the right words," were her speech that emphasized her existing view to
the first expressions of feelings from Mary architecture in constructing to and for the envi-
Mitchell Gabriel after the speech of her friend, ronment.
Carol Smith-Breckling. Alice Stewart, UMaine Professor Emerita
As a resident of Indian Township, Gabriel of History was also honored. She was the
continued her words of thanks in the Passama- See AWARDS on page 8
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• Equal Access
UMaine working on getting
better handicap access
By Nicole Harriman
Special to the Campus
The University of Maine, with no techni-
cal equipment currently in place for people
with disabilities, may be in violation of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, a Disabil-
ities Coordinator said Wednesday.
"It's imperative we move toward having
computers and library equipment for stu-
dents with disabilities," Ann Smith, Coun-
selor/Coordinator of Services for Students
with Disabilities at the University of Maine,
said.
The Onward program and the library
have submitted proposals to receive com-
puters and other technical equipment for
students with disabilities to a committee that
decides where students' technical fees will
be spent.
Although the university currently hires
individuals to assist students with disabili-
ties by typing, researching and reading, many
disabled students express the need to be
equal in independence to other students,
Smith said.
"We've worked very hard to make the
university education accessible in terms of
federal requirements," Smith said. "How-
ever, the goal of the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act (ADA) and rehabilitation acts
is to allow people independence so they
don't not have to rely on other persons to
achieve their education."
Ellen Pelkey, a visually-impaired first-
year student in the college of Social and
UMaine student Gordon Prahm wheels
up one of the university's handicap
access ramps. U Maine lacks more tech-
nilogical equipmentfor disabled peo-
ple, however. (Lachowski Photo.)
Behavioral Sciences, said the equipment in
the library would be a considerable help.
"At the library, I don't want to take up
all the librarians' time, so I feel hurried,"
said Pelkey. "I don't get all the informa-
See ADA on page 8
Vote For
Brent
Littlefield
Representative
to the
Legislature
As Student Body President,
Brent worked hard with
students, faculty, and staff, to
fight budget cuts at the
legislature.
On campus he dealt with issues
from opposing tuition increases,
to changing residence hall
policies, to supporting clubs,
Greeks and ROTC.
Vote Littlefield November 8.
Paid for by the Committtee to Elect Brent Littlefield, Kevin Waterman, Treasurer.
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• Armed Bears
UMaine ranger team blows awa
By Tony Hallett
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Ranger Chal-
lenge team instituted themselves as a force
to be contended with this past weekend.
"All the big schools will be thinking of
Maine next year and see us as a threat,"
Captain Karl Reed said. The UMaine rang-
ers participated in a challenge competition
with 20 other schools in the New England
area. The Bears finished sixth among such
schools as MIT, Harvard, Boston Universi-
ty and University of New Hampshire.
Despite the sixth place position, Reed
said the score remained close between UNH
Elect
Brent
Littlefield
Representative
to the
Legislature
An Energetic, Articulate &
Independent Voice
for UMaine.
Paid for and authorized by the committee to elect Brent Littlefield, Kevin Waterman, treasurer
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and Maine.
"The point spread between fifth and first
was only 100. That' s an easy get," Reed said.
UNH finished first over all, but Reed said
Maine was "dead on their heels."
There were eight events scheduled
through the course of the weekend at Fort
Devens, Mass. The Bears finished first in
the hand grenade assault challenge and
second in both M16 marksmanship and
patrolling.
"It is our personal best," Reed said. "When
we go down, we represent our school. When
we win, it makes Maine look good. We like
that."
Reed added that he felt the rangers were
like a "varsity sport here on campus," and
that "people don't realize we represent
UMaine in that capacity."
"We did best of anyone's expectations,"
Aaron King, Cadet Commander of the Rang-
er team, said. "Everyone really gelled and
came together as a team. You can tell who is
a ranger, and who is not."
Battalion Commander Jonathan Muen-
chow agreed with King's observation.
"We did the rope bridge better than I
expected. I was surprised at how well we
worked together as a team," Muenchow
said, adding that the team shaved 30 seconds
of their best record on the event and on a
more difficult course.
Captain Reed is confident about next
See RANGERS on page 8
The University of Maine Ranger Challenge team. (Courtesy Photo.)
WHERE?
IN YOUR FACE. 
The Maine Campus
y competition in weekend event
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• Socialist/Marxist Luncheon
Professor speaks on Western, Third World media clashes
Professor Paul Grosswiler speaks to a group Thursday at a Socialist/Marxist
Luncheon. (LeClair Photo.)
By Derek Rice
Staff Writer
The New World Information Order is a
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization idea seeking a fair,
balanced information flow.
"Western media have always claimed
that it is an attack on the free flow of infor-
mation. Whether or not that's true depends
on who you talk to," University of Maine
Professor Paul Grosswiler said.
Grosswiler, a professor ofjournalism, has
studied foreign journalism abroad and partic-
ipated in round-table discussions on the sub-
ject. He spoke at this week's Socialist and
Marxist studies luncheon. The presentation,
titled "The Fall and Rise of the New World
Information Order," was held Thursday in
the Bangor Lounge of Memorial Union.
The UNESCO declaration on the New
World Information Order seeks a fair and
balanced flow of information, Grosswiler
said. Fair in terms of coverage and represen-
tation, and balanced in terms of the flow of
information between First and Third World
countries.
The current flow goes from north to
south, with little information moving in the
opposite direction, Grosswiler said.
"It's been said that the only news that
ever gets reported out of Third World coun-
tries is earthquakes and coups," he said.
Grosswiler said most countries are try-
ing to avoid westernization by limiting the
amount of western films, television pro-
grams and news that enter the country. These
countries are trying to rely more on their
own cultures and resources than on those
coming from outside.
"Even in the weaker countries, the indig-
enous media, no matter how weak their
technology, are preferable to western me-
dia," he said.
Lack of technology, Grosswiler said, is
one of the biggest contributors to Third
World reliance on First World information.
He spoke of visiting the offices of the state
newspaper of Cuba, and how its technology
is "about ten steps below" the level of tech-
nology at The Maine Campus.
"Information is not effectively collected
in the Third World, but it's very efficiently
collected in the more developed countries,"
Grosswiler said. "So even though these coun-
tries are free to choose their information
sources, they only have one choice."
Historically, the mass media have been
forced upon colonial countries, while indig-
enous media have been prevented from com-
ing into existence, he said.
"Mass media are the products of western
society. They has always been tools of
imperialism," Grosswiler said.
Journalists have an active role to play in
the perception of what goes on, Grosswiler
said. They are often the manufacturers of
what goes on rather than simply the casual
observers.
"The journalist is an activist for status
quo or change whether he or she realizes he
or she is," he said. "The American media
have a strong reform tradition."
The Socialist and Marxist Studies lun-
cheon series continues next week with a
program entitled "Germany After the Fall of
the Berlin Wall," featuring guest speaker
Eike Geisel, a German journalist and author.
The Brothers of the
/(13 E
Fraternity
would like to extend
our best wishes to
Brother
Fred Hutchinson
in the weeks ahead.
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• Column
Sex Matters
Q: About six months
ago my girlfriend and I
decided to use the Pill as
our form of birth control.
After the start of its use,
however, we both noticed
a dramatic decrease in her
libido. Are there any al-
ternatives to the Pill that
don't have this side effect? if not, what can be
done? (Please print this question! We are des-
perate!!) Male, Junior
A: There are certainly alternative forms of
birth control available to you that would not
necessarily effect one's sex drive or libido,
including the IUD, diaphragm, and foam &
condoms. However, if you would like to contin-
ue using the Pill, I would suggest your partner
see her clinician to have her Pill adjusted. There 
Awards
are over 50 types of birth control pills - each
containing various levels of the synthetic forms
of estrogen and progrestogens; these hormones
are normally found in the body and control
ovulation/conception. While the Pill is general-
ly considered safe, it can cause such side effects
such as nausea, weight gain, and diminished sex
drive. You should know that many researchers
believe that loss of libido experienced by a small
percentage of women using the Pill is unrelated
to the specific type and amount of estrogen or
progestin that they contain. Others, however,
believe that estrogen-dominant Pills are less
likely that progestin-dominant Pills to decrease
libido. If your girlfriend's sex drive has been
negatively affected by using a progestin-domi-
nant Pill, switching to one with a greater amount
of estrogen may be helpful. She should talk to
her clinician. The Women's Health Center in
from page 5
guiding force behind the creation of the Cana-
dian American Center and also a leader in
developing Fogler Library's Canadian Studies
collection.
Stewart described her course to establish the
Canadian American Center in a few memories,
"We had had a long way. It was a faculty way of
starting something but it was quite a lot of fun, too."
Rangers from page 6
year's competition.
"Next year," Reed said, "we will take
home a trophy."
"It wouldn't surprise me," Muenchow
said. "This year, we only had three returners
and six people here for the first time. All of
them will be back next year."
Being a ranger is not an easy achieve-
ment, however.
"We recognize individuals who put in an
extra amount of work and effort," Reed said.
Reed stated that anyone who is interested in
becoming a ranger is welcome to come
down.
"We are looking for people who are not
afraid to take on a challenge," he said.
Announcing
The Steve Grady
Creative Writing Competition
•
•
44
Prizes in Journalism
• News
• Feature
-Opinion
Prizes in English
• Poetry
• Fiction
Deadline Novermber 28, 1994
For more information see the
Journalism Department in 107 Lord Hall
or the English Department
in 304 Neville Hall.
by Dr. Sandra Caron Ph.D.
Cutler can provide her with excellent service.
Q: I think my boyfriend has a problem with
premature ejaculation. He lasts about one minute
in sex before it happens. What should I do? He's
in a fraternity, so I don't want to embarrass him of
hurt his ego. What should I say? Female, Junior.
A: Premature ejaculation or "early ejacula-
tion" is the most common sexual problem in
men. One estimate suggests that 30% of males
are early ejaculators - so I wouldn't want to
suggest that this is a problem limited to fraterni-
ty men.! do want to mention that it's difficult to
estimate the number of men who fall into this
category, since so many men report ejaculating
too quickly on occassion . Whether or not a man
is perceived as ejaculating too quickly seems to
depend on his partner's desires. Some partners
define a rapid ejaculation in positive terms (e.g.,
"I turned him on so much he couldn't control
himself.") while others see it in more negative
terms (e.g. "He was so selfish, he couldn't wait
for me."). This can lead to resentment and
anger. If you feel this is a problem for your
relationship,! suggest you talk to your partner -
outside the bedroom - about your concerns. I'm
wondering if all sexual interaction stops once he
has reached orgasm. If so, you may want to
explore other sexual activities, such as oral or
manual sexual stimulation, before moving to
intercourse. Or, since many men last longer the
second time, you may want to suggest that your
sexual interaction begin with his first orgasm
and end with his second one. The good news is
that early ejaculation is easy to treat - whether
you use the stop-start technique or the squeeze
technique. Pick up a copy of The New Male
Sexuality by Bernie Zilbergeld for specific
instructions. Best wishes!
Dr. Sandra L Caron is an Associate
Professor of Family Relations in the Depart-
ment of Human Development. She teaches
CHF 351: Human Sexuality in the Spring
semester. Questions for Dr. Caron should be
sent directly to The Maine Campus, base-
ment of Lord Hall. Copyright Sandra L Ca-
ron, 1994.
ADA from page 5
tion I want."
Without computers for students with dis-
abilities on campus, visually-impaired stu-
dents don't get the same knowledge of using
computers as other students, she said.
"It's difficult not being able to learn the
computer like other students," Pelkey said.
"I'm paying someone $10 an hour to teach
me DOS."
The Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 not only states that discrimination
against people with disabilities is illegal, but
it requires all campuses across the country
have accessible programs and facilities for
students with disabilities by 1995, Smith
said.
Under this law, if the proposals don't
pass and nothing is done this year, the Uni-
versity might be in violation, said Smith.
"Colleges are being cited nationally for
not being in compliance with the law and
having this technology available," she said.
According to the Chronicle of Higher
Education for June 14, 1994, the Office for
Civil Rights determined last year that 86
colleges had violated the rights of students
or employees with disabilities. Out of those
colleges, 23 violated the law by having
facilities that were not accessible to people
with physical disabilities.
A mandate from the Office of Civil Rights
was issued from a recent legal case in Cali-
fornia that says with respect to students with
visual impairments, libraries are to have
materials accessible to students with dis-
abilities. In addition, it is to adapt its elec-
tronic equipment to promote accessibility.
"If the office of civil rights hands down
a mandate because that college violated the
law, then we know as a campus that's the
way we need to go," Smith said. "The case
law has already shown us we are not in
compliance of the law."
If the proposals pass by Nov. 1, the
library will receive a closed-captioned tele-
vision and a software program that will
enlarge the words on computer screens.
Onward will receive two computers acces-
sible to disabled students with a voice, a
scanner and a program that will read a print-
ed page and display it on the monitor.
"We as a campus can be a guide for other
institutions in the future," said Richard Flem-
ing, Director of Computer Instructional
Technology at the university.
Fleming, along with other members of
CIT, have been supportive of the Onward
proposal and will be there to train computer
instructors and connect the computers to the
main network.
"It's not only important to have this
equipment from a legal perspective," said
Fleming. "It's also important for the stu-
dents themselves."
The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat
1
Try the REAL Chinese food at the
lowest price around.
Bring a friend, and
2Save 0%.
(Friend must be a new customer.
We're good with faces, so don't try and cheat.)
As always, 10°A) discount with student ID
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery •
We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.
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Arts &Entertainment
• Music
Newport Jazz Festival brings rare, snappy treat to UMaine
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Forty years ago, on Saturday, July 17,1954,
a ground-breaking event was witnessed: the
very first Newport Jan  7 Festival. It was the
country's first all-ja77 extravaganza and fea-
tured the talents of existing jazz legends as well
as the up-and-coming stars of the day.
Among the performers were Eddie Con-
don, Bobby Hackett, Pee Wee Russell, Dizzy
Gillespie, Gerry Milligan, and Ella Fitzgerald.
On Tuesday, October 25, 1994, the Maine
Center for the Arts was witness to another
ground-breaking event: the very first Newport
Ja77 Festival On Tour. This fortieth-anniversa-
ry concert featured eleven of today's best and
most respectedja77 musicians as they presented
the music originated by some of the most
famous names in ja77 history.
Performing before a packed house were Jon
Faddis, Doc Cheatham and Warren Vache on
trumpet; Red Holloway on saxophone; Ken
Peplowski on saxophone and clarinet; Lew
Tabacicin on saxophone and flute; Urbie Green
on trombone; Howard Alden on guitar; Stanley
Cowell on piano; Peter Washington on bass;
and Alan Dawson on dnuns.
The performance kicked off with a big band
number in which all of the musicians took part.
Each of them was given a tum in the spotlight to
play his respective instrument. For the most
part, they all sounded very good.
Theonly soloinstnunentthatI was notentirely
satisfied with was the bass. In tandem with the
other instruments, it was fine and added quite a lot
to the overall effect of the music. As a solo feature,
however, it sounded too flat for my taste.
Next, the audience was treated to three
songs originally performed by Louis Arm-
strong. Singing them was Doc Cheatham, who
• Poetry
Vampires and
ghouls haunt
Poetry Free Zone
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Wednesday's experiment in the Thom-
son Honors Center took a rather macabre
turn as the Poetry Free Zone made its contri-
bution to the spooktacular tradition that is
Halloween,
Appropriately entitled "Vampires &
Ghouls," the gathering seemed less like the
Poetry Free Zone than it did the Twilight
Zone. The hour-long reading featured five
faculty and student writers and enough tales
of vampires, witches and black humor to put
Stephen King to shame.
The first reader was Free Zone co-host
Tina Passman, who treated the unusually
large group to two poems. Instead of reading
from any of her own works, however, she
chose to read two poems by acclaimed poet
Edna St. Vincent Millay. Both poems, "A
Woman Speaks" and "The Ballad of the
Harp Weaver" dealt with the theme of witch-
es and witchcraft.
Needless to say, they were both excel-
lent works. Passman read them distinctly
and with great, eerie feeling.
Up next was Welsh Everman. Everman
See VAMPIRES page 11
The Newport Jazz Festival On Tour in an ensemble performance Tuesday atthe Maine Center forthe Arts. (Lachowski Photo.)
was a friend of the late ja77 legend. Despite his
obvious age and hoarseness of voice, he sang
and blew his trumpet with great energy.
Doc Cheatham held the audience enrap-
tured. The audience was so taken with him, in
fact, that he received a standing ovation after
performing his last song, "That's My Home."
Another great treat was Ken Peplowski on the
clarinet His performance was a tribute both to
Benny Goodman who practically invented the
use of the clarinet in jazz—and to Charlie Chris-
tian—whose music Peplowski was playing.
The most surprising performance of the
evening, at least as far as I was concerned, came
from Lew Tabacicin on the flute. Up until that
point, I had never imagined the flute as a jazz
instrument. Seeing Tabackin do a number on
the flute made me reali7f- just how wrong I was
It was a slow, haunting tune...made even
more so by the inclusion of Peter Washington
on the bass. That was the only time that evening
that Washington played his instrument using a
bow instead of his fingers.
For the conclusion of the performance, the
musicians launched into a big band number
originally done by Count DeBase. Once again,
they all took turns in the spotlight
I liked that because it gave the performers of
the mostly-background instruments—the piano,
the bass, the guitar and the drums—a chance to
feature their talents. Granted, I still didn't really
like the bass, but maybe that's just me.
When the number was concluded, the audi-
encerosetodeliveranotherstanding ovation...cut
short when Jon Faddis asked if everyone was up
for one more song. Receiving an enthusiastic
response in the affirmative, Doc Cheatham was
given the spotlight for a snappy rendition of "It
Don't Mean A Thing."
The end of this song was followed by yet
another standing ovation that saw the musicians
off the stage and signalled the end of the concert.
To petit simply, the Newport Ja77 Festival On
Tour was great fun. With music from the three great
periods of ja77—New Orleans, Swing and Be-
bop—and ranging from high-speed, high-energy
numbers to intimate and melancholy works, there
was something to satisfy just about everybody.
Visually it was quite a treat, as well. Rear-
projection was used a number of times to show
images on the scrim behind the musicians. The
images were of such things as a detailed city-
scape, a jigsaw pattern made up of triangles of
different sizes and shapes, and the name of the
concert done up in a highly decorative manner.
Even when images were projected, lighting
was used to add color to the spectacle on the
stage. Sometimes, I was so involved in watch-
ing the performers that I didn't notice until later
that the lighting in the background had changed
from brilliant green to hot pink to sky blue.
If you saw the Newport Ja77 Festival On
Tour Tuesday night, you got a real treat If you
didn't, hope that they bring in back up to Maine
again next year. Believe me, it is an experience
that you don't want to miss if you can help it
ON THE SILVER SCREEN
Wes Craven's New Nightmare
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
They've dug up Freddy's grave, again,
but this time they should have let him rest
in peace.
Wes Craven, the originator of the
whole series is back to get some life back
into the series. A tough job when you
figure that Freddy seems to die in every
film. What they needed was a new con-
cept. Well, they came up with one.
Truthfully, the concept of "Wes Cra-
ven's New Nightmare" is not bad. The
film happens in our reality, with the ac-
tress of the first movie, Heather Langen-
kamp, playing herself with all the fame
of the Freddy movies. The character of
the films turns out to be some sort of
demon that can only be trapped within
the tales of storytellers. Once they killed
off Freddy in the last movie, the demon is
now free to enter our world. Good idea,
but badly executed.
For the most part, the film is not
really interesting. They just go on about
how famous the series is. There is even
one scene at a talk show where they hype
the movies. This is just a way to see
Robert Englund's real face.
The good stuff happens too far into
the film. We see the surrealist world of
people's dreams only at the end of the
film, by which time the audience doesn't
care.
There is too little of Freddy and too
much of Langenkamp, who is not the
greatest actress in the world.
This is horrible to say, but in a series
that is known for its gory violence, there
isn't enough of it. Audiences go to these
films because of their blood and gore. It's
part of the fun. They're not interested in
Craven's idea of an intelligent film.
Please, to even pass itself off as anything
remotely smart would be to insult the
mentality of its audience.
Moviegoers are going to have to wait
for "Mary Shelley's Frankenstein" and
"Interview with a Vampire" for any hope
of intelligent horror films.
Horror films have been thought of as
no-brainers in the past fifteen years. Ever
since the creation of Michael Myers in
John Carpenter's "Halloween," theaters
have been filled with these slasher films.
Yes these movies are fun to watch. They
even shock, but they are not scary in any
since of the word.
The Gothic horror of Dracula and
Frankenstein are distinguished by their
romantic stories. Romance has no place
in the series of "Friday the Thirteenth"
and "A Nightmare on Elm Street."
The horror movies of the eighties were
seen because they were playful in a sick
sort of way. They acted on our need to see
violence. There is no imagination needed
to watch these films. Nudity and gore,
these were a junior high kid's dream.
Perhaps the kinds of films like "Wes
Craven's New Nightmare" are on their
way to extinction. If film makers are not
creative enough and talented enough (this
is the key), these films will be gone.
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OFF THE SHELF
Four Screenplays
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
The screenwriter is the real star of the
American film, not the actor or director, but
the writer.
The French auteur theory is partially de-
stroyed in "Four Screenplays" by Syd Field.
The auteur theory stated that the director was
the creative person behind the making of a
movie. The screenwriter is basically snubbed,
as is the editor, cinematographer, and many
others.
Though the auteur theory has long since
been thought of as passé, the book by Field
hammers in that point.
The book is set up into four sections, with
each section devoted to a recent film. The
four movies in the book are "Thelma &
Louise," "Terminator 2," "The Silence of the
Lambs," and "Dances with Wolves."
In each of the sections, Field analyzes the
screenplay of the films, not the actual movies.
He begins with an interview with the writer
and then goes on to break down their scripts.
The most interesting section is the discus-
sion of "Terminator 2." This is the only film
included in the book where the writer was
also the director and producer. The rest of the
writers included were just a hired pen.
Field takes the reader beyond the special
effects of the film to reconstruct the charac-
ters and themes of the story. He demonstrates
that the action and effects of the movie weren't
the major contributors of its success. He
explains that it was the character-driven plot
that made "T2" successful.
"Four Screenplays" is a part of a series of
books by Field. The first, "Screenplay," is a
screenwriter's Bible. In the interviews with
the writers in the book, two of them stated that
they used his instructional book to help them
learn the techniques of writing for the screen.
The weakest part of Field's examination
is the section dealing with "The Silence of
the Lambs." Throughout this part of the
book, Field seems condescending towards
writer Ted Tally's script. Field is more crit-
ical here than in the other three sections. In
the other parts he is more of a support for the
writer.
Field can not help but to include the
directors' input in these movies. In a book
involved with how a successful movie is
constructed with an excellent screenplay, the
director is not needed. When he takes the side
of the director on some changes, he is only
reviving the auteur theory.
Another weakness of the book is that the
scripts of these movies are missing. Field
does give the reader small excerpts of the
screenplays, but they aren't enough for some-
one who is trying to learn. The best way to
learn from this book is to find these scripts
and read along with the sections.
Teaching is the purpose behind this book.
Field breaks down each film using his struc-
ture of the modern screenplay. The book is a
companion piece to his other works, but
could be taken own its own.
(Pobekt C. afadet
TVa9totaing cogest
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CPAS:
1. All plays are to be original in subject matter. Simple
dramatizations of short stories or episodes from novels or
films cannot be accepted.
2. Only undergraduates my compete.
3. The contest is limited to one-act plays.
4. Plays may be the result of collaboration between two
authors.
5. Manuscripts are to be submitted in neat, typewritten
form at the English Department Office, 304 Neville Hall,
on or before 3:30 p.m., 16 December.
6. The student's name should not appear anywhere in the
manuscript, but should be contained in a sealed
envelope submitted at the same time and bearing on
the outside the name of the play.
7. In accordance with the terms of Mr. Hamlet's will, the
judges are the Dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities, the Chair of the7r6glish Department and
the President of the Mainelylasque.
8. The winning play will be eligible for a public reading.
The Hamlet Prize was initiated by Robert C. Hamlet, class of 1925,
former President of the Maine Masque and valedictorian of his
class.
Sponsored by English & Theatre/Dance Departments
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FOR, THE RECORD
Sinister Dane rocks
By Sam Bailey
Staff Writer
MRC • 01
Mobius Records
This is one of the coolest bands to
come out of New England (although they
haven't really left, this is their second
record on their own label) even though
you've most likely never heard of them,
unless you are familiar with the Portland
music scene.
MRC is the closest thing to a full in-
dustrial or synth-pop band we're likely to
see in this area. Yet they are the only band
I can find that truly defies labelling. Ev-
ery bio I get says something along the
lines of "<your artist's name here>'s mu-
sic is too complex to defined by a simple
category; they cross musical barriers",
which is clearly a load of crap in most
cases, but in this case it would be true (if
MRC had a bio, which as far as I can tell
they don't). They have enough loud gui-
tars to satisfy the part of my brain that
appreciates Pantera, and yet they seem to
have something for everybody.
This record only has 7 songs, but it's
normal length for a CD. This is likely due
to the fact the last track is somewhere
along the lines of 20 minutes long. This
odd track is less a song than a commentary
that shocks me with its cynical nature (and
let me assure you, it's hard to shock me by
being cynical). The commentator (MRC's
lead singer refuses to be known as a sing-
er) talks about many things, including
conformity and all the other standard po-
litical stuff bands talk about. Other songs
are a much more normal length; the stand-
out for me is the opening song "Skin", a
mischievous blend of Fishbone-like funk
backgrounds and some industrial rhythms
reminiscent of early Ministry records.
In general, I think we should try to
support local bands because they need it,
this band especially. However, this band
is special in that they're now one of my
favorite bands anywhere. Buy the damn
record already.
Osbornes gamily itestuarant
presents
PIZZA VILLA
Free
Delivery
Our regular prices beat our
competitors' specials
16" 1 topping pizza
$5.99 each
no limit
2- Spagetti & Meatball
dinners
with salad + garlic bread
$6.99
167 Center St.
Across the post office
827-6460[Trmoms
Sinister Dane • Sinister Dane
Columbia Records
I seem to remember seeing this band
playing somewhere before...I think with
Living Colour a couple of years back. In
any case, this is a good record if you
happen to be into the whole Black Rock
movement.
Sinister Dane has the same sort of
rough sound Living Colour does, except
there's a marked funk influence as well,
much more distinct than other bands in the
genre. It's also sort of bluesy in some
ways. I guess my only conclusion in this
area is that the sound is sort of an amor-
phous amalgm of rock, funk, and blues.
A couple of songs really stand out for
me, all for different reasons. "Odalisque"
is interesting in that it shows the dynamic
range of the lead singer's voice. As for the
lyrics, I'm just hoping "Odalisque" is a
person's name, otherwise I don't under-
stand the song. It's a combination of un-
clear lyrics and my obliqueness I guess.
"Where's My Parade" as a song is okay,
but I really like the clever name. The
lyrics (depicting a homeless veteran) are
pretty powerful. And finally, "Hate Crops"
is an interesting (although rather dark)
song about the black experience.
One problem I have with the record is
that the recording itself is horrible: it gives
every indication of being recorded on one
of those My First Sony tape decks. The
mix, especially on songs like "Ugly
Thing", strangely de-emphasizes the singer
so we can hear the guitar and bass tracks.
I've always had a weakness for this
kind of fusion/black rock. This is no ex-
ception. I think that if anyone actually
hears this record on the radio (or sees a
video) this band has a good chance of
succeeding.
Janet Speaks French • In the Planet
Janet
7 Records
This entire album reminds me of my
lunch, most likely because that's what I
saw going into the toilet when I heard this
crap. It's albums like this that make me
long for the days where we burned people
at the stake for things like this.
Sex matters?
You bet it does.
Read about it
every Friday.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Vampires
is a professor of English with the university
and is the author of several books. Among
his works are "The Harry and Sylvia Sto-
ries" - a collection of short fiction - and
"Cult Horror Films" - a critical review of
cult horror movies. His companion piece to
"Cult Horror Films," "Cult Science Fiction
Films," will be due out next year.
For his reading, Everman chose a story
from his "Harry and Sylvia Stories" collec-
tion. The story, titled "The Phantom," dealt
with a man (Harry) who broke into his
former girlfriend's (Sylvia) apartment and
decided to hide there and to live with her
forever.
Although not a horror story per se, "The
Phantom" did deal with a man who, if not
totally out of his mind, was perilously close
to the edge. More than anything else, the
story was hilarious. The audience laughed
heartily as Harry examined his options, pon-
dered unlikely scenarios, and slowly re-
vealed just how far off the deep end he really
was.
Following Everman was Brad Finch.
Finch, an alumnus of UMaine, read aloud
three poems and an excerpt from a novel-in-
progress. The poems were "Ancestry," "Leg-
acy," and "Clockwork." "Ancestry," a poem
about monsters and riddles, proved to be
quite comical in its imagery.
The excerpt, however, quickly offset the
humor of the poem. It was a grimly Gothic
tale of vampirism and vampire hunting. Gory
in its descriptions, brooding in its manner-
isms, it was a perfect counterbalance for the
mirth of Everman's tale.
Spencer Murphy, a student, returned to
the humor angle with his reading of the
second half of his short story "The Vampire
Killer." In this ironic fantasy, a vampire had
just killed a vampire hunter in the middle of
writing a letter to his employer. Never one to
leave things unfinished, the vampire fin-
ished the letter.
The final reader of the day was Colin
Campbell, another UMaine student. His fea-
tured work was yet another vampire story.
Like Spencer Murphy's, this one was also
humorous in nature. In the tale, which was
set in modern times, a young woman (inter-
estingly, the story was told from a woman's
perspective) made the acquaintance of a
relatively-young vampire (only sixty-
five...young for a bloodsucker) and joined
him for a candlelit dinner.
The gathering ended with the introduc-
tion of a surprise guest. Janwillem van de
Wetering, a popular mystery writer who is a
native of Holland and now resides in Maine,
finished the hour with a story of how he
ended up, for a couple of years, as a member
of the Amsterdam police.
If you're wondering how that fit into the
theme of Halloween.. .it didn't. He was do-
ing a book signing that day in the Bookstore
and his appearance was a happy coincidence
that the Free Zone host couldn't resist taking
advantage of.
Next week, on November 2, the Poetry
Free Zone will not be held at its regular time.
It will, instead, take place at 7 p.m. as part of
"Writers Harvest: A National Reading for
Hunger Relief." The event will be a charity
fund-raiser, with those attending asked to
make a small cash contribution.
11
Welsh Everman spooks listeners with wacky stories of Harry and Sylvia. (Rotch
Photo.)
• Corrections
Correction: The Oct. 19 story, "Graphics exhibit showcases UM
publications" stated that the designs done by public affairs' graphic
artists are originally created by the department or organization that
requests the design. Actually, the organizations that request designs come
to Public Affairs with a concept of what they want represented in the
design and the designers then put the idea to paper using their graphic
talents. We are sorry for any confusion that this caused.
Proven Leadership and Experience
State Representative
Kathleen Stevens
UM Class of 1992
Graduate Student
81 ae 114)4 elltl 
el
State Senator
John O'Dea
UM Class of 1991
Chairman, Education
Committee
The University of Maine needs skilled advocates
in Augusta. Projected budget shortfalls demand
capable and experienced leaders to protect our
university. Kathleen Stevens and John O'Dea
have a history of proven success.
They convinced their colleagues in the Maine
Legislature that cutting education is not the
answer. They brought home results. An improving
Maine economy and the promise of future job
creation demand an educated work force.
Let's continue the tradition of excellence in education.
Send STEVENS and O'DEA to Augusta November 8.
Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Stevens and O'Dea. Jeannie Matava and Laurie Sleight, Treasurers.
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Editorial e
• Column
Mudslinging with
panache
By Jason McIntosh
Television sets across the country are once again turning into
muddy pigsties for the purposes of negative political ads. Incumbents
acci ice their opponents of infidelity, and challengers threaten their foes
with accusals of drug use.
Maine's ads, though, are just silly.
My favorite so far is Bennett's anti-Baldacci opus. This one shows a hand, presumably John's,
flipping through the pages of a daily planner, which is siding on a black desk with eerie lighting.
As the voice-over man reads through a list of Baldarri's sins, the camera zooms in to
one date, where we see, in neat blue writing, "BREAK CAMPAIGN PROMISE."
Now, tsk... Okay, even if I assume Baldacci is anal enough to write his evil schemes
down, they might as well have run home with this idea The ad would have been untouchably
perfect had they only written "SKIMP ON SAUCE' somwhere in the book. Oh well.
I also kind of like a recent Andrews-is-a-dork ad by Snowe's people. We get to see his
lips flap in slow motion, like a suffocating fish's, while a female voice-over details
everything he's ever done wrong. The overall effect is that he seems, in away, do be saying
the words himself, and thusly damning his own campaign. That may be stretching.., at the
very least, they're confusing his gender.
I don't know... I suppose, technically, that if you're going to sling the mud, you may as
well do it over issues and not "character."
Also, since there's generally less money floating around Maine than there is in these
other states, our mudslinging ads tend to be more budget-conscious and humble-looking.
For this reason, I'm glad Angus King seems to have chosen not to run negative ads
against any of his opponents (yet). As undisputed winner of having the most beautiful
positive advertisements for himself (except for that horribly corny "coming soon to a
polling place near you" catchphrase), his would be truly srary.
Dear God, we can only imagine.., he'd use lots of computer animation, I bet
"Morphing" is hot these days; I think he'd really go for that. He could morph Brennan into
Darth Varier or something.
"Jock, you have done poorly in my place. (intermittent wheezing) Now I must take
over the Blaine House and return Maine to the Dark Era of the late 70's. Bwahaha!"
And in comes computer-animated Angus! He crashes through a skylight labeled pounds on
Joe, and then blames the ex-govemor's deviant behavior on excessive television-watching.
See, Brennan's people should stop sending me those damned faxes and pay attention to
this. He needs to get on the ball and get his counterattcaks ready for a barrage of high-tech
madness from his primary opponent; the sight of Angus King's sinister, triangular head
morph into an ax and split wood to demonstrate what a cool guy from Maine he is would
blow away anything out there now, including those weird Snowe ads with Andrews' arms
flopping up and down.
A couple of suggestions for really good negative ads on a budget:
•Puppets. Kids love 'em. Just one look at a fuzzy-haired John Carter Muppet promot-
ing eco-feminism and the little ones will be crawling all over their parents to vote for him
in between demands for more Power Rangers toys.
•Quentin Tarantino. He's not doing anything right now, is he? He'd be willing to work
cheap in between blockbusters. Get him to direct a couple of these puppies. "Fact: Angus
King is a known pal of the Sportsmen's Alliance of Maine." The scene shows crazy guys
with orange jackets running through the forest waving rifles around, seemingly firing
randomly. An everyday event, but the wild, shifting camera angles alone should drive the
point home.
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• EDITORIAL
The Continuing Search
There is an air of confusion surrounding the University of Maine and its decisions concerning
the search for a new athletics director.
Earlier this year, the application process was opened and 65 candidates applied. Of the pool of
applicants, three candidates met the criteria President Fred Hutchinson set. These three were not
just chosen arbitrarily, they were recommended by a 16-member board consisting of facility,
administration, students and staff.
Almost six months since the brou-ha-ha erupted after Mike Ploszek resigned, Doug Woolard
was chosen from the three finalists. One problem: Doug Woolard accepted a job at another
university.
Hence the university's solution — have another athletics director search. While this may
sound a logical choice on the surface, some deeper questions still remain.
Why have another search if there are two other candidates deemed acceptable by the search
committee?
The other candidates chosen were not simple bums off the street. According to the search
committee's recommendation, any of the three finalists would fit the job nicely.
James Worley, the associate athletics director at the University of Texas at Austin, was one of
the two candidates not chosen. He had extensive experience in NCAA regulations compliance
and enforcement.
Considering the recent problems with rules compliance, his experience would seem invalu-
able.
The other finalist passed up was John J. McDonald, director of athletics and recreation at the
University of Denver. McDonald is also the former athletics director for sports promotion at
Boston College.
Despite having two other qualified candidates, the university has opted to start from scratch
with another athletic search. According to figures released by Public Affairs, the last search cost
UMaine $7,500 - $8,000 to complete. While that may seem a paltry sum in the grand scheme of
the university's budget, the little drops in the bucket add up.
The biggest question is, why another search?
If the university honestly believes neither of the remaining finalists are suitable, then why did
they narrow the search to three candidates?
Walter Abbot, acting athletics director, has a contract until the end of December. With the
cancellation of the athletics director search, who will run the athletics department if Abbott
decides to return to teaching?
The new search is planned for mid-Spring. According to Public Affairs, they hope to have a
permanent director in place by the fall semester.
Conducting a new search is not problematic unless it is for the wrong reasons. If none of the
candidates fit the bill, then a new search may be necessary. Instead, the original search should
have been extended until more suitable candidates applied.
If a new search is being conducted because Walter Abbott wants to apply, that would be
inappropriate. If this is the plan, then the administration should announce it, instead of hiding the
truth in a shroud of confusion.
This is probably not the case. But, something smells in this arrangement, and it isn't the gym
socks in the corner.
• Commentary
The General Student Senate has done well in alerting on-campus students to the potential
financial consequences of the administrative flip-flop on the fate of University College. By virtue
of the vigilance of some members, the administration has learned that it cannot just pass on
unexpected costs to the student body without a fight.
Now that University College will not relocate, the $80,000 that is needed to fund the bus that
transports students between the two campuses must be allocated from somewhere. While it has
never been tacitly admitted, several university administrators indicated that Campus Living would
have to cough up the cash, most likely by siphoning it out of some aspect of the existing budget.
GSS has put up a fight, and now the administration is back
-pedaling. It is no longer certain that
students will be forced to pay for administrative uncertainty. It is actions such as this that are the
hallmark of an effective student government. The GSS is to be commended. (FJG)
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Letters
• Seer's weed
To the Editor
Cure found for drug abuse and violence: A recent national survey warned that "the new
rise in illicit drug use could be connected with violent behavior such as carrying guns and
joining gangs." The director of the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy
said, "The PRIDE data confirms what we all know intuitively: that guns and drugs go
hand in hand."
I have known many people who smoke pot, but none of them owned a gun or were in a
gang. Could it be that the rising number of gun owners and gangs is a natural response to
the rising use of law and force to stop all drug use? Is the rising cost of illicit drugs raising
the crime rate to support the habit?
Is the government interpreting the survey to terrify and disarm the populace, strength-
en the alcohol and tobacco monopolies on legal drugs, mandate an ever-expanding police
force, and build ever more prisons to punish people who dare to grow a pot plant in their
homes? Do political, corporate and police powers have insatiably expanding appetites?
My personal opinion is that in the coming era of global purification, violence and drug
abuse (which are caused by socio-spiritual ignorance and alienation) will not be eradicat-
ed by law or force, but by enlightenment.
We had enlightenment in the 1960's when those pot-smoking hippie flower children
brought an end to the violence of the Vietnam war with their united protest. What united
these kids was their circular passing of the peace pipe filled with the "love and peace
plant," marijuana.
Shortly after that, the government "cracked" down on "free weed" with harsh laws and
violent punishment, when necessary, of anyone who grows so much as one plant in his/her
home. When the government sends a message to the kids, at least it sets an example for the
kids to follow — violently, without nature's "seer's weed." For, when the kids do smoke
it, they have been re-programmed by the lawmakers to think of it as "evil weed, reefer
madness." Christ said, "As ye think, so shall ye be."
Since God endowed Adam and Eve with free will to use, or not to use, "seer's weed,"
pro-choice is Devilish Dictatorship - control of others. That's the root of all evil and
violence. Peace and prosperity will come to society when the social power of centralized
government is restored to the localities. Then everyone will get the exemplary message —
and spread it — that individuals, too, must be careful not to impose themselves forcefully
on others at home, at school, at work, and at all social events. Peace will come.
Clayton L. Parnell
Bangor
• Campaign '94
To the Editor
Maine needs new ideas and new leadership in Augusta. This year, people in Orono
have someone who can provide that style of representation — Brent Littlefield.
Brent has an impressive record of successfully tackling tough issues and infusing
innovative solutions to old problems. His commitment to his community is known all
over the state.
As a 25-year-old legislator, I know firsthand just how effective a fresh approach to
state issues can be. Orono needs a representative who is willing to devote time and energy
towards making Maine a stronger state and Orono a stronger community.
Brent Littlefield will be an exemplary representative for Orono in the next Legislature.
Julie-Marie Robichaud
Maine State Representative - District 146
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• Column
By Michael J. Doyle
The Maine deadbeat-dad law enables the Dept. of Human Services to
revoke professional and driver's licenses from parents who neglect to pay
child support. It is a law which is essentially un-American, and must be
repealed. The United States is recognized as a country where incentive and
hard work are rewarded and recognized, including the right to earn and hold a
driver's license.
The confiscation of professional and driver's licenses as a sanction against
deadbeat dads has all the hallmarks of extortion. A lady from Brewer, writing
in the June 23 edition of the Bangor Daily News, said this punishment was as
logical as cutting off the offender's feet.
There is also a danger that this draconian law might be extended nation-
wide, as President Clinton has said he is interested in including elements of
the Maine law into a national reform bill. This move should be vigorously
opposed.
Both supporters and opponents of this new law agree that non-payment of
child support by the non-custodial parent is a big problem. The ones who
suffer most are the innocent and helpless party in the equation — the children.
In the U.S. there are some 5.6 million children, under 15 years of age, who
live in a fatherless home. Studies show that only one third of these are in
receipt of financial support from the absent parent.
The Maine deadbeat-dad law is well intentioned. It serves to address an
issue that has been on the back-burner for much too long. Everyone agrees
that we live in a modern society where marriage break-up is very common.
However, this authoritarian law is much too harsh in its provision. It only
serves to exacerbate an already strained relationship and turn a former loved
one into your worst enemy. This law also smacks of sexism, as it is primarily
directed against men.
Divorce courts are notoriously biased against men regarding child custody,
says James Cook, president of a Los Angeles parent's rights group. He
maintains that the deadbeat rate decreases dramatically when the father is
given equal time and responsibility over the lives of the children. This
contention is supported by Frank Furstenburg, a sociologist from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. He says that the court's preference in favor of women
concerning child custody causes fathers to be only weakly attached to their
siblings. State welfare organizations need to address this issue as a means of
reducing child support violations.
This law allows the Department of Human Services to wave a big stick at
deadbeat dads. Is this state organization qualified to adjudge when to revoke a
father's license? Are we to believe that such awesome power yielded by
faceless bureaucrats is not open to abuse — such as blackmail or extortion by
dishonest officials? What happens when a subject is ordered to pay a sum of
money which is genuinely beyond his means? Is it equitable for a man who
owes $1,000 in back payments to be subject to the same punishment as one
who owes $100,000. Are there any checks and balances in this procedure?
A viable alternative to this discriminatory law would be to require newly
married couples to take out divorce insurance until all of the children reach
the age of 18. We already have policies for life insurance, storm damage, and
motor vehicles. Why not have insurance for divorce? In this way, the pay-
ments will be spread over a much greater base and should be readily afford-
able to everyone. State governments should establish working groups to
assess the feasibility of this plan, and then adopt a strategy for implementa-
tion.
This plan would involve small payments on a regular basis into an insur-
ance fund and remove the animosity factor that is associated with the dead-
On The Record...
"The secular press doesn't know how to
talk about religion except in stereotypes."
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, in a Newsweek interview this
week.
"It's dangerous when American literature
is represented in stores only by people like
Sidney Sheldon and Danielle Steele and Tom
Clancy and Stephen King."
-Maine author Stephen King, speaking this week in Califbrnia on the
decline of independent book stores.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Friday, October 28
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Passionate and sentimental, you are utterly
reckless in love! Romantic entanglements
can cause you endless trouble, as your bright
mind tends to turn to mush in this regard.
Low resistance to any form of temptation
only aggravates the problem further. Learn
to step back and get some oxygen to your
brain when someone gets your heart beating
a little too fast!
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): An as-
sociate may claim an inordinate amount of
credit for something they accomplished by
accident, but don't fret: they'll create an
unreasonable expectation that they can't pos-
sibly live up to!
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Your
financial judgement is right on the money,
just don't get impatient and rush matters. If
you follow your instincts and allow the situ-
ation to develop on its own time, a profit-
able venture could be born!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An ag-
gressive approach regarding a personal or
family issue elicits a negative reaction from
those involved. With a little charm, you can
disarm their objections and get what you
want without hurting anyone.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): While
false modesty does no one any good, put-
ting your talents and ideas on display could
result in increased respect and greater op-
portunity! If you won't trumpet your own
achievements, who will?
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Someone may
try to push you into making a firm commit-
ment on very short notice, but you're too
smart for that. Take your time, if this is such
a great opportunity, it will still be around
tomorrow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Institut-
ing even the smallest of changes can have a
profound effect on your family life in the
long run. If you're dissatisfied with the way
that things are going, take steps to change
them!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You pos-
sess a much greater degree of control over
the events in your life than usual, enabling
you to choose a direction for yourself and
stick with it! Your advice could also pull a
friend through troubling times.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Some
people feel out of sorts unless they have
something to worry about, so don't give too
much weight to the anxieties of a friend.
Their fears are self-inflicted and there isn't
much you can do to help.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Do your best to ignore comments that are
obviously intended to goad you into making
a public spectacle. Someone may try to use
your temper against you, but you can have
the last laugh by remaining cool and col-
lected.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) It
may be difficult to concentrate on the task at
hand with a co-worker distracting you. While
their small talk is a welcome break at times,
you should let them know when you've got
important work to do.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The
deliberate, carefully crafted plans that you've
laid out may go out the window first thing,
and the hectic pace of events has you scram-
bling to catch up all day! Prioritize your
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Saturday, October 29
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You could be a bit of a workaholic, en-
gaged either in heavily demanding physical
work or strenuous intellectual endeavors.
At any rate, using brawn or brain, your
strength, endurance, and unflinching deter-
mination will see you over through spots.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Pro-
found changes in personal circumstances
lead lovers to reconcile their differences
and become closer than ever! Talk things
over with your mate and deal with prob-
lems as a team.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Some-
one who has been a powerful opponent
may unexpectedly seek your assistance with
a difficult problem. Call a truce and be
generous with your help, they may return
the favor when you need it most.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An in-
spirational influence has you busting with
original, workable ideas that can help you
resolve a recent money crunch. Coopera-
tion is easy to find as others are eager to
lend a hand.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Family
roots are emphasized during this influence,
and important decisions are made with lit-
tle dissension. A previous investment or a
partner's creative talents may pay off now!
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Strained rela-
tions between the sexes suggest a diplo-
matic approach both at work and at home.
Expect to disagree with your loved one on
many important issues, since you see things
from a radically different perspective.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Brilliant
creative ideas follow in rapid-fire sequence,
enabling you to make short work of even
the most stubborn and complex problems.
However, tread lightly around potentially
volatile issues at home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Your mind
is quick and focused, allowing you to take
advantage of the opportunities that present
themselves. An unusually strong sense of
purpose gives you an unmistakable aura of
authority.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A
strange conversation with a friend or asso-
ciate may leave you scratching your head
in confusion. Secrets may emerge while
you are off balance, so keep your guard up.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Gender wars may disrupt the workplace,
and you could be called upon to mediate a
dispute. Remaining cool and impartial might
not be easy if the ugly specter of sexual
harassment is raised, but do your best.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) You
might be forced to defend yourself against
a malicious bit of gossip that's making the
rounds. While clearing your name you may
put yourself on more solid ground with
your parents or boss.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): A
resurgence of spiritual ideals gives you a
renewed enthusiasm for life, and you'll have
a better perspective on the big picture as a
result! Reach out to those around you who
need support and affection.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Intense
discussions with friends or colleagues lead
to effective solutions to complicated prob-
lems, while a heart-to-heart with your lover
leads to a memorable evening of steamy
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
I Battle of 1836
6 Snoozes
10 Read, as bar
codes
14 Actress Linda
15 Song for one
16 Tropical food
plant
17 "Great!"
18 Shaker contents
19 
--European
20 Rarely
23 Zero
24 They use lassos
25 Product with
Ammonia-D
29 Ineptly
31 Counterpart of
Mars
32 Jai —
33 Kind of cow,
dog or horse
36 Hercule Poirot's
pride
41 Feminizing
suffix
42 The last word?
43 Seamstress
- Betsy
44 Cons
45 TV secretary
47 New York's 
Island
50 Wide's partner
51 Surrenders
58 Double-reed
woodwind
59 "The Wind in
the Willows"
character
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60 Something to
fall back on?
61 Stir up
62 Toledo's lake
63 Heavy reading
64 Lump
65 Auction off
66 Baker's need
DOWN
I In addition
2 White House
area
3 With: Fr.
4 Roger
Bannister's
distance
5 Connected to
the information
superhighway
6 Twang type
7 Show horse
Tablet
9 Sinatra'S " 
Night"
10 Part of a 90's TV
duo
11 Transport for
Hiawatha
12 Zeal
13 Middays
21 Overrule
22 Windblown
25 Cloth texture
26 Showy flower
27 Snares
28 Summer hrs.
29 Owls' hangouts
30 Pub draught
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Puzzle by Mary Derderian Brown
33 gin fizz
34 Otherwise
35 Like some
profs.
37 Intertwines
38 Flows forth
39 Small wonder
40 Blunder
46 Peace make
47 Like some
enemies
48 No-no
49 Eschew
50 Cuba's Castro
52 Had on
53"—, Caesar!"
54 Ice chunk
55 South American
capital
56 "Honest" one
and namesakes
57 Essence
44 Addison Get answers to any three clues
contemporary
Richard by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
45 Plopped (down) 5656 (75¢ each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Fe.rscnal Astrology Ccrsultations by 'Th...lephcne
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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State News • Experiemental train starts up• Independent gubernatorial candidates abound
• Senate race
Snowe war chest surpasses $2 million; Andrews lags behind
AUGUSTA (AP) — Money continues
to pour into Republican Olympia Snowe's
Senate campaign, pushing her total past
the $2 million mark, according to disclo-
sure reports filed Thursday.
Democratic nominee Thomas Andrews
had accumulated only $1.3 million and
appeared to be struggling for cash in the
critical closing weeks of the campaign.
During the last reporting period, from
Oct. 1 through Oct. 19, Snowe collected
$289,000 while Andrews received barely
half that much. Snowe ended the period
with $687,000 on hand — five times as
much as Andrews.
Despite polls showing Snowe main-
taining a comfortable lead of 19 percent-
age points, a campaign spokesmen de-
fended her aggressive fund raising.
"We're bleeding money out for adver-
tising," said Abby Holman.
During the 19-day reporting period,
Snowe paid out $516,000 to her advertis-
ing consultant, Smith & Harroff, pushing
the total payments to the Virginia firm this
year to more than $800,000.
• Mudslinging
Candidates continue to accuse
each other of "push polling"
PORTLAND (AP) — Two Republican
candidates raised anew charges of dirty
campaign tricks in the form of phony tele-
phone polls that are used to influence vot-
ers.
Senate candidate Olympia Snowe ac-
cused Democrats of using such "push-polls"
against her in a debate Wednesday night.
Her opponent, Democrat Tom Andrews,
denied his campaign was responsible.
Also Wednesday, 2nd Congressional
District candidate Richard Bennett said the
technique was used against him.
In Bennett's case, the alleged pollster
asked callers who they planned to vote for,
then proceeded to ask, "Would it affect
your vote if you knew that Rick Bennett
owes money on student loans?"
Bennett, a Harvard graduate, admitted
owing on student loans, but said they are
not in default.
Angus King, the independent candidate
for governor, has said the phony polls were
used against him as well.
Ate Maine HempReferendum for '95
JOBS AVAILABLE
Maine Vocals is now hiring petitioners to
collect signatures for the Maine Hemp Referendum
on Election Day, Tuesday, November 8. The citizens
of Maine have never voted on the marijuana issue
and we feel it is time to let the people decide.
Petitioners will be paid up to $30.00/day for gas
mileage . If you are interested in collecting signatures
on election day, call Maine Vocals at 827-1636.
UMaine Vocals/Petition Training Meetings
Monday, October 31 6pm-7pm
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Monday, November 7 6pm-7pm
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
For more information call Maine Vocals at
827-1636.
Andrews, in contrast, paid $186,000 to
the New York-based Joe Slade White Com-
munications for his ads during the latest
reporting period.
More than half of the money Snowe
received during the latest period came
from political action committees and oth-
er organized special interests. The biggest
contribution, more than $20,000, came
from the Win It All in the Fall 1994 Com-
mittee, a GOP group that held a fund raiser
in New York in September.
Among those that contributed the $5,000
maximum to Snowe: the National Republi-
can Congressional Committee, Hallmark,
the American Dental Association, the
American Optometric Association, Boise
Cascade Corp, the GTE Political Action
Club, the National Venture Capital Associ-
ation, the National Cable Television PAC
and the American Institute of CPAs.
Even after the reporting period closed,
big checks continued to arrive, including
$5,000 each from Time Warner Inc. and
the Nynex Federal PAC, according to sup-
plemental reports itemizing the late-arriv-
ing donations.
Andrews, who received less than
$17,000 in PAC money during the last
period, listed only one $5,000 contribu-
tion, from the California-based Hollywood
Women's political group.
The spending reports filed Thursday
by the candidates for the U.S. Senate and
House were the last full reports due before
the Nov. 8 election.
In southern Maine's 1st Congressional
District, Democratic nominee Dennis
Dutremble had raised nearly $343,000.
The state Senate president ended the re-
porting period with $25,000 on hand and
debts of nearly $70,000.
In addition, Dutremble reported sev-
eral large post-deadline contributions
from labor organizations. These includ-
ed $5,000 each from the American Fed-
eration of State, County and Municipal
Employees and the National Education
Association, and $2,500 apiece from the
United Transportation Union, the Amer-
ican Federation of Teachers and the Unit-
ed Auto Workers.
First District Republican candidate James
B. Longley Jr. had raised only $116,000 by
Oct. 19, one-third as much as Dutremble.
The son of the late governor reported $23,000
on hand and debts of $35,000.
In the 2nd District, Democratic state
Sen. John Baldacci reported contributions
of $294,000. He had $13,000 on hand and
$3,000 in debts.
State Rep. Richard Bennett had raised
$197,000. He had $31,000 in cash and
$12,000 in debts.
• Fire
Sabattus blaze called arson
SABATTUS(AP) — A man whose
body was found in a pickup truck in a
burned-out garage shot himself after set-
ting three fires at the homes of his ex-
wife and her parents, state police said
Thursday.
The man was tentatively identified by
the state medical examiner as Clarence
Perreault, 66, of Lewiston.
Perreault was divorced from Theresa
Loubier in September. She had been liv-
ing in a home next-door to her elderly
parents on Wood Street in Sabattus, said
state Public Safety Department spokes-
man Stephen McCausland.
The parents were home when the fires
erupted Wednesday night, but escaped
without injury. Their daughter was not
home at the time, McCausland said.
Investigators believe Perreault was try-
ing to retaliate against his ex-wife by
setting the fires. Using gasoline, ' he
torched a barn attached to the parents'
house, then set a second fire on the porch
of his ex-wife's house, McCausland said.
Perreault then drove his pickup truck
up his former wife' driveway and parked
his truck inside the detached garage. Af-
ter setting the building on fire, he climbed
back into the truck and shot himself in the
head, McCausland said.
A handgun was found under his body.
EXERCISE
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Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
Good from 10:30 AM to 2PM
Not good with atly-44theXAYeciak
Deliveries Sun-thurs 7pm -
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18 Mill Street, Orono
866-3550
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• Crime
Police consider new chases
against accused kidnapper
WATERVILLE, Maine (AP) — An ad-
vance screening of a movie based on a book
by Waterville author Richard Russo will
benefit a local movie house that was de-
stroyed by fire this month.
The movie "Nobody's Fool" will show
Dec. 15 at the Waterville Opera House. It
was originally scheduled for screening at
the Railroad Square Cinema, a popular art
movie theater that burned down Oct. 10.
Russo, who teaches creative writing at
Colby College, arranged the new benefit
screening and said that Paramount Films
eased some restrictions to make it a reality.
"We were asking for something they
typically don't give — a screening in a
theater that's not a theater. For them to
allow us to do a screening in the opera
house is very unusual," he said.
"They really did care about this theater
burning down and wanted to do something
rolling between Boston and Portland by
the end of next year.
Downs said he was struck by the sup-
port of people along the route who were
waving "and kind of cheering the train
on. It means there's a good deal of sup-
port already here for rail passenger ser-
vice."
Asserting that the new service will more
than pay for itself, Downs said, "This is
not nostalgia.... It's good business."
U Mai ne Sports:
the victory, the
defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
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to help us get it up and running again," he
said.
The movie is based on Russo's book of
the same title. It stars Paul Newman, Mel-
anie Griffith and the late Jessica Tandy.
Bruce Willis also appears. It is set in a
small upstate New York town, where
Donald "Sully" Sullivan, played by New-
man, is an aging, down-but-not-out labor-
er.
Russo said he's pleased with the movie,
which was directed by Robert Benton, who
also directed "Kramer vs. Kramer."
"The performances are wonderful. And
the director, Robert Benton, has become a
friend. We talked a lot about the movie in
its various stages. It's really a class opera-
tion," he said.
Russo said he saw a real need to rebuild
the cinema, which offered alternatives to
some mainstream movies.
• Transportation
Amtrak experiment
connects Portland, Boston
PORTLAND(AP) —A Spanish-built
diesel train traveled from Boston to Port-
land on Thursday, completing the run at
the site of a terminal for a planned rail
link between the two cities.
The Talgo, one of a number of high-
speed trains being tested by Amtrak for
service in the United States, also stopped
at a station site at Factory Island in Saco.
Scores of rail enthusiasts and digni-
taries, including Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, rode the train.
The trip allowed railroad officials to
inspect the track between Boston and
Portland. Many of the passengers planned
to remain in Portland to attend a board
meeting of the National Association of
Railroad Passengers, which continues
through Saturday.
Amtrak President Thomas Downs pre-
dicted that passenger trains would begin
WHAT TO DO IF YOU FORGET
TO SET YOUR CLOCK BACK:
(REMEMBER, DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME STARTS SUNDAY.)
O
o
Have breakfast for once.
If you're lucky, all the prizes won't be taken from
the cereal boxes.
Workout before class.
You and the swimmers will have the gym all
to yourselves.
Get to a seminar extra early.
Claim that prime seat where the professor can't
see you doodling.
Hit the snooze six times.
Only get up when you hear a song you really,
really like.
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.
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National News • Prison population sets new mark• Hubble telescope working fine
• Not just in Maine
Independent
Tom Golisano has lots of money, a boom-
ing business, political ambitions and an ad
campaign that exhorts New York voters, "You
have the vote. You have the power. ... Vote
independence."
Sound familiar?
That sucking sound is votes moving across
the Democrat-Republican border to indepen-
dent gubernatorial candidates, propelled by
Ross Perot' s 1992 presidential campaign and
a highly vexed electorate.
Contenders in Maine, New York and Okla-
homa are waging clean-up-the-mess cam-
paigns modeled on Perot's independent bid.
Other candidates include a former Honolulu
mayor, two third-party lieutenant governors
and an array of anti-tax, anti-abortion and pro-
environment activists.
Independents are running in 28 of the 36
states that are electing governors. None is
expected to win outright, but so many races are
close this year that third- and even fourth-party
candidates have the potential to sway out-
comes in several states.
gubernatiorial candidates a national trend
"You're having more credible people run
for governor as independents than ever be-
fore," said political analyst Charles Cook.
"There are more getting respect, getting above
the 1-2 percent rate than we've ever seen
before."
Connecticut and Alaska elected third-par-
ty governors in 1990, and Perot pulled an
unprecedented 19 percent of the national vote
in 1992. This year a number of independents
are in double digits.
"As the two largest parties fail in voters'
minds to solve problems, people look for other
places to send a message," said Lee Mirin-
goff, director of the Marist Institute, a survey
research center near New York City. "We're
going to see a lot more of this in our politics."
Highest in polls right now is Angus King of
Maine, a longtime public TV talk-show host
who made millions in the energy-manage-
ment business who leads Republican Susan
Collins by about 12 points and trails Democrat
Joe Brennan by the same margin.
Like King, former Rep. Wes Watkins of
HAUNTED
HOUSE
October 30
6:00pm - 9:00pm
134 College Ave.
Alpha Gamma Rho House
DONATIONS ACCEPTED
TO BENEFIT
Orono-Old Town YMCA
Questions? Call 581-4169 or 866-4942
Ask for Dave Rhinebolt
SPONSORED BY: AFP plus OM, AZ, BOIT
Oklahoma is a former Democrat. But his sup-
port is primarily hurting Democratic Lt. Gov.
Jack Mildren. Mildren and Republican Frank
Keating are locked in a race too close to call;
Watkins, hovering in the mid-teens, could
pave the way to a GOP victory.
In New York, Golisano, a millionaire busi-
nessman, presents himself as an alternative to
Democratic Gov. Mario Cuomo and Republi-
can legislator George Patalci. The latest polls
show Pataki with a 5-to-8-point lead and give
Golisano 6 percent of the vote.
But Golisano could gain from a last-minute
spending spree — $10 million of his own
money for TV and newspaper ads aimed
squarely at Pataki's conservative, tax-cut con-
stituency.
Honolulu's former mayor, Frank Fasim
was both a Democrat and a Republican before
entering the governor's race as an indepen-
dent. He appears to be pulling about 20 percent
at the expense of former GOP Rep. Pat Sailci,
who is in a dead heat with Democratic Lt. Gov.
Ben Cayetano.
Both major-party candidates in Connecti-
cut are seeing their efforts weakened by inde-
pendents — one an anti-tax candidate who is
cutting into Republican front-runner John
Rowland; the other Lt. Gov. Eunice Groark,
who has served with retiring independent Gov.
Lowell Weicker.
Nowhere are party loyalties more scram-
bled than in Alaska. Independent Lt. Gov.
Jack Coghill, once nicknamed "Mr. Republi-
can," has been endorsed by the second-place
Democratic primary finisher, a former lieu-
tenant governor who has been known as "Mr.
Democrat."
Retiring Gov. Wally Hickel, who ran as
an independent but switched back to the
GOP last summer, has endorsed Republican
Jim Campbell rather than Coghill, his own
lieutenant governor. A Green Party candi-
date, meanwhile, is doing some damage to
front-running Democrat Tony Knowles, but
not as much as Coghill — the only anti-
abortion candidate in the race — seems to be
inflicting on Campbell.
• Investigation
Critic alleges FDA cover-
up in Halcion probe
WASHINGTON (AP) — A consumer the allegations immediately because they had
advocate demanded today that the govern-
ment explain internal memos that "strongly
suggest a high-level ... cover-up" in investi-
gations of the sleeping pill Halcion.
The memos, made public by Dr. Sidney
Wolfe of the advocacy group Public Citizen,
detail how the Food and Drug Administra-
tion abruptly ended its probe of Halcion
before a chief investigator was supposed to
pick up new information that he considered
vital to the case.
FDA officials said they could not discuss
not seen the documents. But the agency al-
'ready is reviewing the Halcion investigation,
"and we assume that includes all relevant
documents," said spokesman Don McLearn.
"What did the FDA fear was in those
documents that the FDA did not want to
see?" Wolfe asked FDA Commissioner
David Kessler in a letter sent today. The
memos "raise serious questions about the
propriety of the abrupt termination of the
investigation and strongly suggest a high-
level FDA cover-up."
Fresh
Produce L & A
Market
"Orono's best kept secret"
B aka y
Open
Monday - Saturday
Sunday
18 Mill St.
Orono
Right next to Margaritas
7 - 8
8 - 8
Grocery
Items
Re Elect KATHLEEN STEVENS
Authorized and paid fur by the committee to elect Stevens, leannie'Nlatava, treasurer.
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• Still grounded
Ailing airport now target
of federal probes
DENVER (AP) — It's not funny any-
more.
The soaring new Denver International
Airport has worse problems than a baggage
system that eats bags. Ten independent in-
vestigations are looking into allegations of
shoddy construction, influence peddling,
misled bond dealers and mishandled govern-
ment funds.
Beleaguered city officials are responding
to the cascade of bad news by hunkering
down, trying to stifle information and turn
criticism back on the critics.
Mayor Wellington Webb last month in-
voked executive privilege to deny a request
for city records from U.S. Sen. Hank Brown,
R-Colo., then had staffers deny he had done
so.
One Denver radio station's legal analyst
says city attorneys theatened to sue him after
he reported on air this suimner that the may-
or's office was refusing to produce docu-
ments regarding delays at DIA.
They "said they were going after my
license to practice law," said analyst Dan
Caplis, host of a talk show on KOA. "That's
serious, that's how I make my living."
"Nobody threatened Mr. Caplis about
anything," city airport attorney Lee Marable
told The Associated Press on Thursday. "Two
people can see things differently."
Marable said he and the two other attor-
neys met with Caplis to "try to narrow his
focus on a pretty broad request for docu-
ments."
Caplis goes to court for the documents
Nov. 4.
In August, after the AP reported former
inspectors' allegations that workers cut cor-
ners on runway jobs, airport director Jim
DeLong set up "listening" and "response"
teams made up of city and airport employees
to challenge media stories on airport prob-
lems, said Briggs Gamblin, the mayor's
spokesman.
Gamblin, along with Webb and DeLong,
also works to deflect media criticism of DIA
as part of the city's so-called "truth squad."
The three men were dubbed the truth
squad by reporters when they flew to New
York last February to smooth over the bond
market's concerns about the airport. Recent-
ly they've sent faxes to media outlets within
hours of AP reports critical of the airport,
some bearing such underscored alerts as
"CORRECTION TO AN ASSOCIATED
PRESS REPORT."
"Often what is said is accurate, but not
the whole picture," Gamblin said. "We also
felt we were not getting our answers out
quickly enough."
Last week, Webb, clearly irritated by the
mounting bad news, seemed to indicate he
thinks the complainers are more whiners
than whistleblowers.
"We had more than 20,000 people work-
ing at the airport," he said. "If you take 10
percent or 1 percent of those, you have
4000 or 200 people who have an ax to
grind."
The city has done everything possible
"to doctor, twist and filter the news" to make
it appear DIA was on schedule and under
budget, protested Mike Boyd, who runs Avi-
ation Research Systems Inc., a local consult-
ing firm that forecasts and analyzes passen-
ger traffic for the airline industry.
"Then they form a truth squad," he said.
"One thing this airport is short on is truth."
"This new airport is making Denver the
laughing stock of the aviation world," Boyd
declared.
The whole mess "is giving us a serious
black eye," concurred city councilman Ted
Hackworth, who says he regularly fields
complaints from constituents weary of an-
swering embarrassing questions wherever
they travel.
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...7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective finan-
cial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?
Your Crew Your Captain
Firstmark Brian Bernatchez
Maine's Premier Specialist in
Independent Financial retirement planning
Services Company for professionals in
higher education
To schedule an appointment with Brian on his next visit to
campus, call: 1-800-274-3476 or write Brian at Firstmark Corp.,
222 Kennedy Memorial Drive Waterville, Maine 04901.
• Bias
Blacks still have more trouble
getting mortages than whites
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's still a
lot tougher for black applicants to get
mortgage loans than it is for white appli-
cants despite years of effort by lenders
and regulators to reverse the trend.
Lenders in 1993 turned down 34 per-
cent of black mortgage applicants, 27.8
percent of American Indians and 25.1
percent of Hispanics, federal regulators
said in a report Wednesday.
But the rejection rate for whites was
only 15.3 percent and for Asians, 14.6
percent.
The first time regulators reported the
data, in 1990, rejection rates were about
the same —33.9 percent for blacks, 22.4
percent for American Indians, 21.4 per-
cent for Hispanics, 14.4 percent for whites
and 12.9 percent for Asians.
"These disparities have developed
over decades ... and it's going to take a
long-term commitment by lending insti-
tutions to reverse past trends. That's what
the data illustrates," said Allen Fish-
bein, general counsel of the Washington-
based Center for Community Change.
As in past years, the disparity in rejec-
tion rates for whites and blacks in 1993
remained wide even when the data were
adjusted for income.
Donald G. Ogilvie, executive vice
president of the American Bankers Asso-
ciation, said the data were "at best a
flawed measure" because it doesn't take
into account such factors as applicants'
previous indebtedness and credit records.
However, Ogilvie pointed out that the
actual number of applications and ap-
proved loans increased more quickly for
blacks and Hispanics than for whites. He
attributed that both to efforts by bankers
and to low interest rates in 1993, which
made home purchases more affordable
for first-time buyers.
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assault doubled.
"There are relatively few offenders
in state and federal prisons who are there
for their first conviction," Beck said. A
recent bureau study showed that about 20
percent of state prisoners and 40 percent
of federal offenders were in prison for
their first conviction, he said.
The recently passed crime bill autho-
rizes spending $7.9 billion for state pris-
on grants to help the states cope with a
rapid inmate expansion.
Overall, the state and federal prison
population grew by more than 71,000, or
almost 1,400 per week in the year that
ended June 30. But in the final six months
of that year, the population grew by al-
most 40,000, or more than 1,500 per
week. The annual growth is 11 percent
faster than the average annual growth
during the previous five years, the bu-
reau found.
Eleven states had inmate populations
growths of 10 percent or more during the
year: Connecticut, 20 percent; Texas, 18
percent; Tennessee, 15 percent; Mon-
tana, 14.5 percent; Virginia, 14 percent;
Georgia, 12 percent; and Arizona, Flori-
da, Mississippi and Wyoming, 11 per-
cent; and Idaho, 10 percent.
Meanwhile, several states experienced
declines: Alaska, down 6.5 percent; Ne-
braska, down 4 percent; Vermont, down
3 percent; Kansas, down 2 percent, and
Maine, down 0.1 percent.
The entirely urban District of Colum-
bia saw a 2.3 percent decline in prison-
ers, but its 11,033 inmates gave it an
incarceration rate of 1,578 per 100,000.
The incarceration rate for whites na-
tionwide increased from 116 per 100,000
in 1984 to 203 per 100,000 in 1993,
while the rate for blacks rose from 723
per 100,000 to 1,432.
The 61,872 female prisoners on June
30 represented 6.1 percent of the total.
• Hubble
Telescope closing in on key
astronomical question
NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists say
the Hubble Space Telescope has taken a
significant step toward solving one of
astronomy's biggest questions: How fast
is the universe expanding?
The results also renew a long-stand-
ing paradox in which the universe ap-
pears to be younger than some of its stars.
That impossibility suggests scientists will
have to revise their theories of the cos-
mos.
The new work, reported in today's
issue of the journal Nature, was conduct-
ed by a team of scientists led by astrono-
mer Wendy Freedman of the Carnegie
Observatories in Pasadena, Calif.
Scientists used the Hubble telescope
to look at a galaxy called M100, hoping it
could get sharp images of a particular
kind of star used to estimate distance. To
their delight, the Hubble succeeded eas-
ily, said team member Barry Madore, an
astronomy professor at the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena.
The observations let the researchers
estimate with good precision that the
M100 galaxy is some 56 million light-
years away. A light-year is the distance
light travels in one year, about 5.9 trillion
miles.
The cosmic map now is like a road
map without a distance scale; scientists
know how various distances compare but
don't know just what those distances are.
With an accurate distance scale, sci-
entists could determine the rate of expan-
sion of the universe, a long-debated num-
ber called the Hubble constant. And that
rate could be combined with some scien-
tific assumptions to estimate the age of
the universe.
The new finding let the scientists make
a rough estimate of how fast the universe
is expanding. More observation of galax-
ies is needed to reach the goal of a more
precise estimate, they said.
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• Standing room only
U.S. prison population 1 million for first time
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's
state and federal prison population topped
1 million for the first time in history,
hitting 1,012,851 at the end of June.
Of the total, 919,143 were in state
prisons and 93,708 in federal prisons,
according to Bureau of Justice Statistics
released Thursday. The total is more than
double the 462,002 prison population of
Dec. 31, 1984.
The new total works out to almost 389
prison inmates per 100,000 population,
given a U.S. population of about 260.7
million on June 30. The bureau, basing
its figures only on prisoners sentenced to
more than one year, gave an incarcera-
tion rate of 373 per 100,000, up from 187
in 1984.
California's 124,813 inmates and Tex-
as' 100,136 accounted for more than one-
fifth of the total. While California is the
nation's most populous state, Texas ranks
third. New York, second in population,
was third in prisoner population, with
65,962.
The prison figures do not include the
approximately 440,000 people in jails,
often awaiting trial or sentenced to short
terms.
Texas boasted the highest incarcera-
tion rate, with 545 people sentenced to
more than one year per 100,000 resi-
dents, the bureau said. Second was Lou-
isiana at 514 per 100,000, followed by
South Carolina at 504 and Oklahoma at
501. California's incarceration rate was
382, while New York's was 361.
The lowest incarceration rate was
North Dakota, with 75 per 100,000 resi-
dents. Next was Minnesota, with 100 per
100,000 residents, followed by West Vir-
ginia with 106 and Maine with 113.
Marc Mauer of The Sentencing Project
said he found it "distressing that the
wealthiest country in the world finds it
necessary to lock up 1 million of its
citizens behind bars, that we haven't
found better and more appropriate ways
to deal with the problem of crime."
"Clearly we need a prison system for
people who are truly violent and danger-
ous, but what's happened in recent years
is that we've been locking up increasing
numbers of drug and property offenders
and we have very little to show for it in
terms of reduced rates of crime," Mauer
said.
Allen Beck, deputy associate director
of the statistics bureau, said "about half
of the growth ... in the last decade is
linked directly to people entering prisons
for drug-law violations." But he also
said the number of people incarcerated
for such violent crimes as aggravated
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OUI charge possible in
Williams crash
DALLAS (AP) —If law officers want
to pursue drunken driving charges against
Dallas Cowboys offensive lineman Erik
Williams, they're going to have to sub-
poena the hospital that treated him.
Texas Department of Public Safety
officials say they're investigating the ear-
ly Monday accident in which Williams'
Mercedes Benz hit a concrete retaining
wall. Statements from the investigating
trooper said Williams did not appear drunk
so an alcohol test wasn't requested.
Now, the DPS is trying to get Parkland
Memorial Hospital to turn over its blood
work on Williams. Media reports quote
sources as saying Williams had a blood
alcohol level of 0.17, more than 1 1/2
times the legal limit.
Roberts ruptures achilles
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los Ange-
les Clippers center Stanley Roberts,
playing his first game since rupturing
his right Achilles tendon in December,
ruptured his left Achilles an exhibition
game against Atlanta.
Roberts, who had 13 points in the
Clippers' 101-98 victory, is scheduled
to have surgery Friday and rehabilita-
tion is expected to take nine to 12
months.
Labor disputes continue
NEW YORK (AP) — Mediator W.J.
Usery listened to the union give its view
of baseball's labor history and was
scheduled to return to the organiza-
tion's office today.
Usery, appointed by the Clinton ad-
minstration on Oct. 14, also plans to
meet with the owners and their repre-
sentatives.
Nine players filed for free agency,
raising the total to 120 plus the 11 re-
jected by owners. The dispute group, all
of whom need the 52 days of the strike
for the required six years of service
time, includes pitchers Jack McDowell
of the Chicago White Sox and Jim Ab-
bott of the New York Yankees.
NFL awards announced
NEW YORK (AP) — Washington
quarterback Gus Frerotte, who led the
Redkins to a 41-27 victory over India-
napolis in his first NFL start, was se-
lected the NFC offensive player of the
week.
Other honorees were Chris Spiel-
man of Detroit, the NFC's defensive
player; Tyrone Hughes of New Or-
leans, NFC special teams; Tim Brown
of the Los Angeles Raiders, AFC of-
fensive player; Pepper Johnson of
Cleveland, AFC defense, and Cleve-
land's Eric Metcalf, AFC special teams.
• Big Hockey East weekend for Bears
• Football team faces non-conference foe
• Celtics cruise to pre-season win
• Hockey
Black Bears to visit Huskies, Terriers
Maine travels to Boston to face-off with 2 Top-10 teams
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
The University of Maine Black Bear
hockey team will face perhaps their
toughest road trip of the season when
they travel to Boston this weekend.
Maine will face-off with the North-
eastern Huskies (2-0, 0-0 HE), ranked
eighth in the nation, on Friday night and
the Boston University Terriers (0-0, 0-
0), ranked No. 1 in the country, Sunday
night,face-off is 7 p.m for both games.
Maine head coach Shawn Walsh feels
this will be Maine's most challenging
road trip.
"It will be one of our toughest series
this season," said Walsh. "We'll have to
grow from this series. If we can steal two
points we'll be fortunate."
When the Bears enter Northeastern's
Walter Brown Arena Friday night they'll
face a team predicted to finish No. 3 in
Hockey East according to the pre-season
coaches poll. The Huskies are coached
by Ben Smith, who is in his fourth year.
The Huskies have two wins under
their belt after sweeping North Dakota
last week. They will look to senior cen-
ter J.F. Aube (28-15-43 a year ago) to
spark the offense. Aube is a pre-season
All-HE pick. Junior winger Jordan
Shields (15-29-44) and senior forward
Jason Melong (13-10-23) will also add
some punch on offense.
The Huskies defense, which has a
group of offensive-minded skaters, is
anchored by team co-captain Darryl
McNair, (7-10-17), senior Francois Bou-
chard (15-15-30) and junior Danny
McGillis, whose 25 assists a year ago
ranked second on the team. McGillis is
also one of HE' s toughest players, as his
82 penalty minutes last year suggests.
Junior Mike Veisor is NU' s go-to man
in goal, he is currently 1-0 with a 3.66
GAA.. The Bears may face senior Todd
Reynolds, who played 27 games and had
12 wins last season.
Maine and NU split two games last
season at Brown Arena, with each team
getting a 6-3 win.
On Sunday night, the Black Bears
will face undoubtedly the best team in
the country. The Terriers are ranked No.
1 in every poll. B.U. has it all: a great
goalie, an experienced defense and a high-
scoring offense, which includes five of
their top six scorers from a year ago.
Walsh compares this year's Terrier squad
to Maine's '91-'92 team.
"This year's team of iheirs reminds
me of our team three years ago," said
Walsh. "We only lost three games that
year, I don't know if this team we lose
three games however."
The Terriers, coached by Jack Park-
er (23rd season), have one of the best
defensive units ever. Seniors Kaj Lin-
na (4-13-17) and Rich Brennan (8-27-
35) are both pre-season All-HE picks,
while senior netminder Derek Herlof-
sky (15-3, 2.50 GAA) is one of the best
goalies in the nation, and is also pre-
season All-HE.
Parker is very optimistic about his
blue-line corps this year.
"This year, I think we have the best
group of defensemen we have ever had,"
said Parker. "Their is depth, skill and
size." Quite a compliment considering
B.U. had three national championship
teams in the 70s ('71,'72 and '78).
The Terriers offense is sparked by
another All-HE player, senior center
Jacques Joubert (20-24-44). Wingers Jay
Pandolfo (17-25-42) and Mike Prender-
gast (15-18-33), along with senior center
Steve Thornton (13-26-39), add some
punch. Sophomore forward Mike Grier
(9-9-18) uses his 6-1 250-pound frame to
create offense in front of the net.
"We've got five guys capable of scor-
ing 20 goals," said Parker.
The Terriers unexpectedly lost No. 2
goalie J.P. McKersie (19-4, 2.90), a sec-
See HOCKEY on page 22
Daryl MacNair, Husky team captain
(File Photo)
Chris Imes, All-American 2-years
ago(File Photo)
Derek Herlofsky, BU goaltender(File
Photo)
• Football
Maine hosts Buffalo in Portland
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
The UMaine football squad will play
their first ever home night-game Saturday,
when they host the University of Buffalo
Bulls Saturday night at Portland's Fitzpatrick
stadium. Kick-off is slated for 7 p.m.
The Bears will try to regroup after their
three-game winning streak came to a halt
last Saturday, when they were upended by
Yankee Conference power New Hampshire,
24-7. Maine (3-5, 2-4 YC), will by playing
a Buffalo team that has struggled this sea-
son. The Bulls, who are an independent
team, own a 2-5 record. Last season, in their
only other meeting, Maine came from be-
hind to capture an exciting 30-27 victory
behind Emilio Colon's six-yard touchdown
pass to Brian Gaine.
Maine may have some success moving
the ball on the ground, Buffalo has been
yielding 150 rushing yards a game. The
Bears will likely stick with their Mack truck
backfield of fullback Ray Baur and Steve
Knight. Last week, Maine was held to just
102 yards rushing after averaging 284 in
their previous three games, while they are
still ranked third in the league averaging 190
yards rushing per contest.
The Black Bear backfield has plenty of
depth with Knight, Baur (60-282-4.7), Bob
Jameson (76-348-4.4) and Andre Pam (42-
202-4.0). Knight only needs 32 yards to go
over 700, and he currently ranks fourth in
the league with 668 yards on the turf, he is
also 11th on the all-time UMaine rushing list
and needs 331 yards to pass Mark Digrego-
rio and crack the top ten.
Once again, the Black Bears will need
Colon (81-147-811-6 TD) to step up and be
a passing threat to open up the running
game. The Bears now have three receivers
with at least 20 receptions, senior Steve
Cates (22-291-0), junior Brian Gaine (21-
184-1) and freshman James Rice (20-193-
3).
The Black Bear defense has been led
almost all season by linebackers Ako Stafford
(62 tack., 4 sacks) and Ross Fichthorn (66-
3), while senior Greg Mikell leads the sec-
ondary with 54 stops and Mike Adamets is
See FOOTBALL on page 24
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Maine will need a big game out of quarterback Emilio Colon to claim their 4th
win of the year when they face Buffalo Saturday night in Portland(File photo).
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• Basketball
Celtics play on; eye lock-out
BOSTON (AP) — The Celtics' first
game at Boston Garden this season may
have been their last for a while.
Wednesday night's 113-83 exhibition
victory over the San Antonio Spurs came
hours after the disclosure of plans for an
NBA owners' meeting Monday in Chi-
cago to vote on locking players out of
camp if no labor agreement is reached by
then.
That raised uncertainty about Bos-
ton's season opener Nov. 4 at home
against the New York Knicks.
"I wouldn't be shocked if there wasn't
opening night" as scheduled, Boston's
Rick Fox said. "It's the business side of
sports."
"I have nothing definitive to say right
now," Celtics general manager M.L. Carr
said. "I have to wait for the results of the
meeting and go on under the assumption
of business as usual."
A source close to the talks revealed
Monday's planned vote. Several sources
on both sides said talks have been con-
ducted in recent days.
With a strike having ended the base-
ball season prematurely and a lockout
having postponed the start of the NHL
season, the NBA is trying to avoid such
extreme measures.
"It would be terrible for basketball,"
Boston's Blue Edwards said of a lockout.
"All sports seem to be following the
same trend."
The NBA would like to close loop-
holes in the salary cap system, while the
players' union wants to eliminate it.
"The salary cap was put in when
teams were struggling," Edwards said.
"But (the NBA) has become a $1 billion
industry. We think teams should be able
to compete in the open market for play-
ers."
Not all players are well versed about
the dispute.
"The young players don't know about
the issues," said Boston's Acie Earl, in
his second NBA season. "We have to
trust in and follow the veterans to make
the decisions."
In the game, the Celtics (2-5) cruised
over the undermanned Spurs (2-3). Nei-
ther Terry Cummings, who had pleurisy,
nor Chuck Person, with a strained right
arch, played.
David Robinson played only 11 min-
utes and was scoreless, missing seven
shots. He sat out the final 22 minutes
when the Celtics stretched their lead from
53-39 to 113-81.
"He has sore knees," Spurs coach
Bob Hill said of Robinson, "but with two
(exhibition) games left, we just wanted to
give some (other) guys a chance" to play.
"Preseason wins do not mean a lot,"
Boston coach Chris Ford said, "but we
worked hard for 48 minutes."
Dino Radja led Boston with 25 points
and 10 rebounds, while Dominique
Wilkins and David Wesley scored 15
each. For San Antonio, J.R. Reid had 17
points and Willie Anderson 14.
The Celtics signed Wilkins in the off-
seasson to provide some much-need scor-
ing punch, along with Pervis Ellison to
provide some muscle underneath and Ed-
wards who can play guard or forward.
Boston never trailed after Edwards'
3-pointer made the score 16-13 with 4:30
left in the first quarter.
Boston's remaining exhibition game
is Friday night against New Jersey in
Springfield, Mass.
Hockey from page 21
ond-team All-American, for the season
as a result of injuries sustained in a bicy-
cle accident last summer. But Parker
feels Herlofsky can handle the chores.
"Last year, when Derek went out with
a dislocated shoulder, J.P. stepped up
and stood everyone on their ears," said
Parker. "This year Derek will rise to the
occasion now that his friend is sidelined."
Last season, B.U. beat Maine 5-1, and
tied 0-0 when they hosted the Bears in the
regular season.
Maine is coming off a 3-game sweep
of Alaska-Fairbanks and will now face
International Students
DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S. Immigration. Greencards provide U.S.
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their first real test. The Bears will get a
big boost with the return of defensemen
Jeff Tory, who sat out a year with eligi-
bility violations. Walsh will look to soph-
omore forward Jamie Thompson (2-2-4),
center Tim Lovell (2-1-3) and center Reg
Cardinal (1-1-2)for offense, while Chris
Imes (1-2-3), Dave MacIsaac (1-0-1) and
Tory anchor the blue-line.
Maine's power-play (.364) and penal-
ty killing (.941) should be a factor.
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• Comebacks
Dawkins eyes NBA return
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) —The man
who broke backboards and once declared
his homeland the "Planet Lovetron" is back
as a kinder, gentler Darryl Dawkins.
Dawkins, who played 14 seasons in the
NBA, begins his attempt to return to the
show next month when he plays for the
Sioux Falls Skyforce of the Continental
Basketball Association.
Skyforce coach Flip Saunders said Dawk-
ins has been almost genteel to work with as
the team prepares for training camp that
begins Nov. 3.
"He's done a lot of things and I think
there's a peace within himself," Saunders
said.
The 37-year-old center once known for
smashing backboards with a single dunk
and twisting reporter's ears afterward with
tales of his imaginary homeland, "Planet
Lovetron," said he wants to be a quiet role
player in the NBA as a backup center.
Dawkins, a.k.a. "Double-D," once came
up with meaty names for his dunks like the
"Rim Wrecker," "Go-Rilla," "In Your
Face Disgrace" and the backboard-shatter-
ing "Chocolate Thunder."
Now, he talks about playing 20 minutes,
scoring a basket or two and collecting a few
rebounds.
"When I first came into the league you
had to do it all," Dawkins said Tuesday in a
telephone interview from his home in New
Jersey. "I'm looking to come back as a role
player to do whatever the team needs."
Dawkins and his Skyforce mates will
play against teams like the Harrisburg, Pa.,
Hammerheads, Mexico Aztecas and the
Rapid City Thrillers.
Saunders said several NBA teams al-
ready have contacted him about picking up
Dawkins. He said he expects Dawkins to
play in the CBA for three or four weeks
before moving up to the NBA.
Dawkins said he was ahead of his time as
a player because he was not afraid to pro-
mote himself. A Sports Illustrated story
about Dawkins in April 1980 carried the
headline "I Come From Another Planet."
Dawkins said his imagination is as ripe
as ever. But he had no new stories about
imaginary planets or rambling definitions
of funk music. Instead, he talked about how
he learned to speak Italian when he played
basketball in Italy the past five years and
about his love of the game that took him to
championship finals with the Philadelphia
76ers in 1977, 1980 and 1982.
"I'm looking forward to just getting out
there and having fun and letting people
know that basketball is not a just a business
anymore," Dawkins said. "It's still fun.
There's still people that enjoy playing the
game."
Dawkins notched his first broken back-
board Nov. 13, 1979, against the Kansas
City Kings. That dunk led to collapsible
rims in the NBA.
He said he still has the moves to make a
shot or two in one-on-one situations if he
can just get some playing time.
But first, Dawkins has to overcome la-
bels of inconsistency and laziness that
dogged him throughout his NBA career.
• NBA labor conflict
Agreement may be close
NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA and
its union are close to a no-strike, no-
lockout agreement that would avert a
work stoppage and allow the season to
start as scheduled, sources told The As-
sociated Press.
The two sides scheduled a news con-
ference for today, and a source, speaking
on the condition he not be identified, said
the announcement would be "positive."
Owners had scheduled a meeting Mon-
day in Chicago to vote on a lockout if an
agreement wasn't reached, another source
said.
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The league and the union have been
without a collective bargaining agreement
since the end of last season. No formal
talks have been held in months, although
NBA commissioner David Stern and union
head Charles Grantham have met in recent
days.
The New York Times said today that the
agreement hinged on whether two players
— Golden State's David Wood and Minne-
sota's Howard Eisley — agreed to postpone
a lawsuit filed on their behalf Monday over
the NBA's allegedly artificial reduction of
the salary cap for this season.
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• NFL
Pats' Croom deserves chance
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — Corey
Croom has seen his college teammate,
Bernie Parmalee, emerge as the Miami
Dolphins' top running back. Now Croom
is waiting for his chance with the New
England Patriots.
Parmalee preceded Croom by two
years in Ball State's backfield. Both
signed as undrafted free agents. Both
play in the AFC East. Both made their
teams because of their special-teams play.
Injuries to Terry Kirby, who is out for
the season, and Irving Spikes made Par-
malee the Dolphins' featured back. He
responded with a 150-yard performance
in last week's win over the Los Angeles
Raiders.
New England's backs are healthy. So,
when the Dolphins and Patriots meet Sun-
day, Croom probably will do what he's
done all season — run downfield on kick-
offs and punts and stand on the sidelines
while Marion Butts, Leroy Thompson
and Blair Thomas take turns running the
ball.
"You just can't sit back and pout
about it. You just have to go out there and
take the special teams very seriously be-
cause that's my part right now," Croom
said Wednesday. "If and when my time
comes, I just have to be ready for it."
Even though the Patriots running game
has struggled all year — the team's 314
total yards the past four games match
Parmalee' s total for the last three — New
England coach Bill Parcells isn't likely
to switch to Croom.
"Maybe we can," Parcells said when
asked if Croom would be worked into the
running game. "We'll see."
But Croom said he hasn't practiced
recently at running back. And Thomas is
coming off a good game in which he
rushed for 63 yards against the New York
Jets.
Croom has become one of the Patriots
best special teams players and says all
the right things about waiting his turn.
He denies that he hasn't gotten his chance
simply because the team is paying the
other backs more money.
"You really can't say that because
there's a lot of examples throughout the
league" about free agents getting play-
ing time, he said, "like my friend down
at Miami. They still have Mark Higgs
and some higher paid guys there, but he's
out there playing because when he got a
chance he went out there and performed."
In the 10th game last season, Croom
led New England with 41 rushing yards
in a loss to Miami. In the next to last
game, he ran for a career-high 93 yards in
a 38-0 rout of Indianapolis. But with the
Patriots adding Butts, Thompson and
Thomas this season, Croom hasn't car-
ried the ball once.
The coaches "tell me to stay ready.
They notice what I do," he said. "I
See CROOM on page 24
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• MLB
Thomas takes AL#MVP
NEW YORK (AP) - Frank Thomas,
close to a Triple Crown when the strike
started, Wednesday became the first play-
er to win the AL Most Valuable Player
award in consecutive seasons since Rog-
er Mans.
Thomas, a unanimous winner last year
with the Chicago White Sox, received 24
of 28 first-place votes this year. The first
baseman was the 11th overall MVP win-
ner to repeat, and the first in the AL since
Mans in 1960-61.
A rare combination of power and pa-
tience at the plate, Thomas was third in
the league in batting at .353, second in
home runs with 38 and tied for third in
RBIs with 101. He led the majors with a
.487 on-base percentage and topped the
AL with a .729 slugging average. He also
scored 106 runs and drew 109 walks,
both bests in the league, while striking
out just 61 times.
Thomas received four second-place
votes and finished with 372 points in
balloting by the Baseball Writers Asso-
ciation of America.
Ken Griffey Jr., who led the league
with 40 home runs and hit .323 for the
Seattle Mariners, got three-place votes
and had 233 points. Albert Belle, who
had 36 homers, 101 RBIs and was second
in batting at .357 for the Cleveland Indi-
ans, was third with 225 points. Indians
teammate Kenny Lofton, who hit .349
and stole 60 bases, received the other
first-place vote and was fourth with 181
points.
Thomas, 26, and Belle, 28, were both
trying to become the first Triple Crown
winner in the majors since Carl Yas-
trzemski in 1967. the New York Yan-
kees' Paul O'Neill topped the AL in
batting at .359 and the Minnesota
Twins' Kirby Puckett led with 112
RBIs.
Thomas has become the only player to
hit .300 with 100 RBIs, 20 homers, 100
walks and 100 runs in each of his first
four full seasons. He reached those levels
this year despite playing only 113 games
because of the players' strike.
Thomas, who made his major league
debut by playing 60 games for the White
Sox in 1990, is a career .326 hitter. He
has 142 home runs and 484 RBIs. He
also has never gone more than 10
straight plate appearances in the ma-
jors without reaching base, helped by
his 525 walks in the big leagues and
only 369 strikeouts.
Football from page 21
the top defensive lineman with 32 tackles
and four sacks.
Maine's defense will try to stop the Buf-
falo offense which bares no resemblance to
their NFL counterparts. The Bulls are aver-
aging just under 300 yards of total offense,
which is split up about 50-50 between pass-
ing and running.
Bulls' quarterback Cliff Scott has been
mediocre at best, completing 50 percent of
his throws for 1203 yards and seven touch-
downs. His favorite targets are Chris Behan
(22-224-1), Anthony Scott (19-290-2) and
Derek Wicks (18-152).
On the ground, Buffalo looks to Antho-
ny Swann (93-371-3.6) and Tyler McDon-
nell (44-230-4.9), while Cliff Scott is also a
threat to run (80-339).
Linebackers Pete Conley (80 tack.) and
Craig Guest (77) spearhead the defense.
This is a game the Black Bears should
win, on paper they are the superior team.
They can use the confidence boost when
they head to William & Mary next weekend.
•Sports Notes: The UMaine baseball
team has announced their captains for the
'95 season. Senior catcher Steve Puleo, who
hit .343 last season, along senior pitcher
LeRoy Decker, who led Maine with four
wins a year ago, will serve as captains.
•The UMaine cross-country team will
host the 1994 NAC Championship, which
will be held tommorrow at 11 a.m. Top
runners for Maine are Sean Tynan on the
men's squad and Patty McCormick leads
the women.
Croom from page 23
notice them noticing me and they like
what I'm doing."
Croom entered Ball State when Par-
malee was a junior. They blocked for
each other when the team wasn't in a one-
back offense.
Parmalee is the school's career rush-
ing leader. Croom holds the single-season
record, once rushing for 242 yards in a
game.
The two came from a school not known
for its football program.
"How does Ball State get two guys in
the league? That's a powerhouse pro-
gram," Croom said with a laugh. "Both
of us had real good opportunities to go
out there and display our talents."
Parmalee is making the most of his
chance in the NFL. Croom is still waiting.
"I'm not jealous at all. I'm very hap-
py for him. I know that's what he always
wanted to do," Croom said. "I think I
can go out there and play just as well as
anybody."
Maine Campus Classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
help wanted
$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college t-
shirts & profit $3 - $9 per shirt. A risk-
free prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
o sale
SPRING BREAK '95 - America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! 110%
lowest price guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions! (800)32-TRAVEL.
3br Apts near Univ. - Modern, clean,
avail. now & Jan 1. $640. mo., heated.
Call 827-6212.
SPRING BREAK - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.
Air, hotel, transfers, parties and more!
Organize small group - earn FREE trip
plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
Old Town - large 2br, kit, bath, Ir,
pantry. Looking for QUIET tenants.
$350/mo. Call eves. 827-0348.
Free lingerie, or extra cash, for
giving an exotic lingerie party!
Recorded details (603) 666-9069.
RESERVE FOR SECOND SEMESTER -
3 & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT RIVERVIEW APTS IN
STILLWATER OFFERING THE FOLLOW-
ING FEATURES; 1. HEAT PAID BY
LANDLORD 2. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3.
ON SITE LAUNDRY 4. COMPUTER
ROOM WITH POTENTIAL HOOKUP TO
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 5. AMPLE
PARKING 6. RENTS ARE $640 & $800/
MONTH. FOR SHOWING CONTACT
GRETA - 866-2071.
lost & found
Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL • Sound Shapers 989-
1889.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000 - $6,000+ per month. Room
and Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience necessary. Call
(206)545-4155. A50671.
Inlimbo D.J. Service The most
music. All request, exactly what
you want. Mike Laramee 947-9173.
'81 - '82 Toyota Tercel Parts - new
tires, fuel pump, heater, blower, motor
and more. 866-2207.
Littlefield/Representative - Fought
the budget ax! Vote Nov. 8. Paid by
comm. to elect Brent Littlefield.CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or Land-
Tour companies. Seasonal & Full-Time
employment available. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-6340468 ext. C50672.
'88 Suzuki Katana - red/white new
chain & sprockets. V+H 4 into 1 pipe.
Many extras/matching helmet, tank bag,
bra. Must sell -$2100. Call Jay 581-8560.
Mark your calendar for "Cricklewood", a
FREE Maritime music evening in the Damn
Yankee -Thursday, Nov. 3 @7:30 p.m.
roommates1986 Saab 900, blue, 5 speed, 3-dr,164k miles, runs great, new tires.
$2000 obo. Call 581-3871 D or 866-
4530 E.
Telephone interviewer-supervisor
needed, fulltime, for Orono research
firm. Evening and weekend hours.
Northeast Research 866-5593.
Opening for female subletter at
Hubbard Farms. Rent negotiable. H
and HW included. Please call 581-7145.
Found: Silver earring next to Shibles on
10/14. Call The Maine Campus at 1-1273.Skis: Elan F.A.S. 175cm, Soloman
bindings, Raichle boots (size 9-10), poles.
$175 for everything. Call Kris at 990-
1519.
Telephone interviewers needed
parttime. Research, not sales. Flexible
4-hour shifTs on evenings, weekends at
Orono office. Paid training. Northeast
Research 866-5593.
Lost: Burgandy color wallet in the
Union 3rd floor. It has renoir written
on it. Please call 866-0293.
ilW, ,,„: ersonais
1 person needed to share 3 bdroom
apt. from Nov. Everything included -
local phone cable, $185/mo. 827-
8,178.
Shoe' Helmet, full face, size small,
red, white, & blue. $300 new, asking
$200. Call Jake at 827-9148.Spring Break '95 - SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus repre-
sentatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona and Panama City
Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.
Do you need a roommate? Do you
need to rent an apartment? Well, I
need a place to live for spring semes-
ter. Call Kim at 786-4352.
for rent
1988 Mitsibishi Cordia for Sale -
Red, excellent condition. $2100 or best
offer. Cal! 1-2825 or 827-6663 Rahul.
miscellaneous
Jen - Happy belated birthday from your
embarrassed ex-roommate! See you in
Portland next Saturday!
Terry
Because you are just such a great guy,
we send you this note, just to say Hi!
you know who
Wanted! Individuals and Student
Organizations to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
Seeking Rental for Prof w/family near
UMO starting 1/95. Call (206)526-
8402 or R&K, PO 95956, Seattle, WA
98145.
1,2, & 4 Bedroom Apartments
located within distance to University.
866-2816.
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to welcome and congratu-
late the fall '94 New Member Class!Collect petition signatures on voting
day, Tuesday Nov. 8 for the Maine
Hemp Referendum. 100 jobs, $30/day
827-1636.
5br. Townhouse Apts. - Modern
kitchen, 2 full baths, avail. now & Jan.
$800 mo. Heated, close to Univ. Call
827-6212.
Clark's Fitness - tanning, step
aerobics, hair salon, fitness, avon, etc.
827-2456 -25 So. Main St, Old Town.
Romantic Getaways!
Let us take you away from it all. 1-800-
301-6033.
